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SOLAR AWNING FOR AN ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023158977A1
Solicitantes HOWLETT BRADFORD C [US] 
Resumen An electric power generation system is disclosed to produce electrical energy. The electric power generation system

includes a solar awning that is ideally carried by a vehicle that is operable under its own power or towed behind a lead
vehicle. The solar awning has a solar base attached to the roof of the vehicle and a pair of solar arms that are
hingedly connected to respective opposite sides of the solar base. Each of the solar base and the pair of solar arms
has an array of solar panels that convert solar energy to electrical energy. The solar awning is folded from an open
configuration for maximum exposure to the sun at which the solar arms lie side-by-side the solar base to a closed
configuration for minimum exposure to the sun at which the solar arms rotate downwardly from the solar base to lie
alongside the vehicle.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING SYSTEM CAPABLE OF GENERATING ELECTRICITY BY SOLAR ENERGY

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023158914A1
Solicitantes ZHONG MEIXIA [CN] 
Resumen An electric vehicle charging system capable of generating

electricity by solar energy comprises a fixed solar panel (1)
fixed on a roof, a movable solar panel (2), a solar panel state
control device (3) and an intelligent voltage conversion and
control module (4). The solar panel state control device is
connected to the intelligent voltage conversion and control
module, and controls stretched and contracted states of the
movable solar panel, output voltages of the solar panel fixed on
the roof and the movable solar panel are connected in parallel,
and then are connected to the intelligent voltage conversion and control module, and the intelligent voltage
conversion and control module controls the solar panel to generate a maximum conversion rate and a maximum
charging power under different light intensities in different time periods, realizes docking with the electric vehicle, and
controls charging.

ENERGY HARVESTING METHODS FOR PROVIDING AUTONOMOUS ELECTRICAL POWER TO MOBILE DEVICES

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023158788A1
Solicitantes FACE INT CORPORATION [US] 
Resumen A method is provided that integrates an autonomous energy

harvesting capacity in a mobile device in an aesthetically
neutral manner. A unique set of structural features combine to
implement a hidden energy harvesting system on a surface of
the mobile device body structure or casing to provide electrical
power to the mobile device, and/or to individually
electrically-powered components in the mobile device.
Color-matched, image-matched and/or texture-matched optical
layers are formed over energy harvesting components,
including photovoltaic energy collecting components. Optical
layers are tuned to scatter selectable wavelengths of
electromagnetic energy back in an incident direction while allowing remaining wavelengths of electromagnetic energy
to pass through the layers to the energy collecting components below. The layers appear opaque when observed
from a light incident side, while allowing at least 50%, and as much as 80+%, of the energy impinging on the energy
or incident side to pass through the layer.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023158977A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023158914A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023158788A1
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SOLAR CELL ASSEMBLY

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023158593A1
Solicitantes REC SOLAR PTE LTD [SG] 
Resumen A solar cell assembly is presented. The solar cell assembly

includes one or more solar cell units coupled in series. The
solar cell unit includes a first solar cell series and a second
solar cell series connected in parallel. The first and second
solar cell series include a plurality of solar cells connecting in
series respectively. The solar cell assembly also includes a
bypass diode coupled to each solar cell unit and shared
between the first and second solar cell series in each solar cell
unit.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023158593A1
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SOLAR CELL MODULE INSTALLATION STRUCTURE, HOUSE, AND SOLAR CELL MODULE

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023160214A1
Solicitantes SEKISUI HOUSE LTD [JP] 

KANEKA CORP [JP] 
DAYDO CO LTD [JP] 

Resumen The present invention provides a solar cell module installation
structure that can be installed on a wall surface of a building,
and provides a house and a solar cell module.A support
member has a support surface that spreads out substantially in
a vertical direction. A locking piece of the support member has:
a locking part that faces the support surface at an interval and
extends upward; and a connection part that connect the locking
part and the support surface. A frame member of the solar cell
module has: a holding recess that sandwiches a part of a main
body panel of the solar cell module and is in contact with a light
receiving surface and a back surface of the main body panel;
and a mounting part that is provided on a back surface side of
the main body panel, has higher rigidity than the main body
panel, has a length longer than or equal to 1⁄2 of one side of the
main body panel, and extends in the vertical direction. A
mounting-side engagement part of the mounting part is a notch
that is provided in a lower end part and has a depth extending
upward in the vertical direction. The support member is
configured to support the solar cell module such that the locking
part is inserted in the mounting-side engagement part and such
that the solar cell module can be inclined with an inclination
angle more than or equal to 10 degrees with respect to the
support surface.

FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHOD AND DIAGNOSIS DEVICE

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163723A1
Solicitantes SUNGROW POWER SUPPLY CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A fault diagnosis method and a diagnosis device provided in the

present invention are applied to the technical field of
photovoltaic power generation. The method includes: acquiring
a high-irradiance IV data set and a low-irradiance IV data set of
a diagnosis object, taking any one IV data set as a target IV
data set, selecting, from the target IV data set, target IV data as
inflection point data, taking the other IV data set as a reference
IV data set, and selecting, from the reference IV data set, IV
data having the same voltage value corresponding to the target
IV data to serve as reference IV data. If the reference IV data
also belongs to the inflection point data, a mismatch type of the
diagnosis object is determined according to the target IV data
and the result of the irradiation degree changing with the
reference IV data. According to the present method, by
analyzing the IV data under different irradiation conditions,
whether the mismatch fault of the diagnosis object is a front
current mismatch or a back current mismatch is determined,
such that decoupling of a fault determination result of the
diagnosis object is achieved, and the accuracy of fault
diagnosis is improved.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023160214A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163723A1
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SYSTEMS AND APPARATUSES FOR PRECIPITATION MANAGEMENT IN SOLAR ASSEMBLIES

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163717A1
Solicitantes SUNPOWER CORP [US] 
Resumen A solar assembly includes a single-slope crossbeam, a plurality

of clip angle brackets, and a plurality of photovoltaic (PV)
modules. Each PV module is supported by at least two of the
plurality of clip angle brackets, and a height of the plurality of
angle brackets differ from each other in order to allow the PV
modules to be shingled.

MASS DAMPER FOR SOLAR TRACKER

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163719A1
Solicitantes NEXTRACKER LLC [US] 
Resumen In an example, the system has a mechanical isolator

comprising an elastic material configured to separate the panel
rail from the torque tube cause destructive interference with a
natural resonant frequency of the system without the
mechanical isolator to reduce a mechanical vibration of the
system.

MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION BETWEEN SOLAR TRACKERS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163718A1
Solicitantes SHOALS TECH GROUP LLC [US] 
Resumen In an example, a system to facilitate installation of a drive linkage in a solar array at or below an installation surface

includes a housing and first and second interconnection assemblies. The housing is installed on or below the
installation surface and is configured to at least partially enclose and protect the drive linkage at or below the
installation surface. The first interconnection assembly extends between a first drive assembly of a first solar tracker
supported above the installation surface by a support structure and a first end of the drive linkage at or below the
installation surface. The second interconnection assembly extends between a second drive assembly of a second
solar tracker supported above the installation surface by the support structure and a second end of the drive linkage
at or below the installation surface.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163717A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163719A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163718A1
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PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE CLAMP SYSTEM AND METHOD

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163716A1
Solicitantes SUNFOLDING INC [US] 
Resumen A module clamp for coupling one or more solar panels to a

racking system of a solar tracker. The module clamp includes a
bolt and a clamp head.

SYSTEM FOR EXTRACTING THERMAL ENERGY

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163722A1
Solicitantes LOGIC IP AG [CH] 
Resumen The invention relates to a system for extracting thermal energy,

a method for operating such a system and a thermal module for
such a system. More particularly, the system is for extracting
thermal energy from sunlight or other thermic energy sources.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163716A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163722A1
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POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM AND POWER SUPPLY CONTROL METHOD THEREOF

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163590A1
Solicitantes HUAWEI DIGITAL POWER TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A power supply system includes at least two photovoltaic

module groups, one photovoltaic module group includes at
least one photovoltaic module, the at least one photovoltaic
module is connected to at least one photovoltaic adapter, and
photovoltaic adapters connected to photovoltaic modules in a
same photovoltaic module group are connected in series. The
power supply system further includes a junction box, a bus, and
a centralized monitoring system. The photovoltaic adapters of
each of the at least two photovoltaic module groups are
connected in parallel to the junction box after being connected
in series and are connected to the bus by using the junction box.

SOLAR POWER SYSTEM AND SUPPORT HOUSING THEREOF

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163721A1
Solicitantes CHEN CHIH YING [TW] 
Resumen A support housing includes a housing body and a housing

cover. The housing body defines an accommodating space and
has an opening spatially communicated with the
accommodating space. The housing cover includes a cover
plate and a plurality of retaining mechanisms. The cover plate is
connected to the housing body and operable to close and open
the opening. The cover plate is adapted to support a solar
power panel. The retaining mechanisms are connected to the
cover plate and slidable in a first direction relative to the cover
plate. The retaining mechanisms are spaced apart from one
another in the first direction. Any two adjacent ones of the
retaining mechanisms are movable toward and away from each
other to adjust a distance therebetween so that the solar power
panel is clamped therebetween.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163590A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163721A1
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Method And System For Assembling And Installing Arrays Of Photovoltaic Solar Panels In An Outdoor Field

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163720A1
Solicitantes COMAU S P A [IT] 
Resumen A method for assembling and installing arrays (1) of

photovoltaic solar panels (P) in an outdoor field, includes a first
step of assembling an array (1) of photovoltaic solar panels,
which is carried out with the aid of at least one robot (R) in a
transportable station (S1), located adjacent to the installation
field (F). In a second step the assembled array (1) of
photovoltaic solar panels is transported from the station (S1) to
the site of installation of the array (1) of photovoltaic solar
panels with the aid of a motorized carriage (V) controlled by an
operator external to the carriage. Finally, the method includes a
third step of assembling the array (1) of photovoltaic solar
panels thus transported, wherein the array (1) of photovoltaic
solar panels is mounted on support structures (5) previously
prepared in the installation field (F).

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163720A1
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR A PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM PROGRAMMABLE DYNAMIC CIRCUIT BREAKER

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163589A1
Solicitantes ELECTRONIC POWER DESIGN INC [US] 
Resumen A photovoltaic array of photovoltaic solar cells; a smart dynamic

programmable circuit breaker for electrically providing a pulsed
100 microseconds duration short circuit to the photovoltaic
array electrical outputs, wherein a response time for the smart
dynamic programmable circuit breaker is more than 1
millisecond when responding to a short circuit; a computer
program comprising instructions that when executed by the
processor perform functions that control the smart dynamic
programmable circuit breaker, the computer program
comprising: instructions to command the smart dynamic
programmable circuit breaker to initiate the 100 microsecond
pulsed short circuit; instructions to measure a current
magnitude and current rise time of the smart photovoltaic
system outputs during the 100 microsecond pulsed short circuit;
and instructions to select a behavior curve from a plurality of
smart dynamic programmable circuit breaker behavior curves
10% above the current magnitude and current rise time during
the pulsed short circuit.

TANDEM SOLAR CELL

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163228A1
Solicitantes SHANGRAO JINKO SOLAR TECH DEVELOPMENT CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a tandem solar cell which

comprises: a perovskite solar cell comprising a perovskite
absorption layer; a silicon solar cell placed under the perovskite
solar cell; a junction layer placed between the perovskite solar
cell and the silicon solar cell; an upper electrode placed on the
perovskite solar cell; and a lower electrode placed under the
silicon solar cell.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163589A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163228A1
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PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE WITH LIGHT-SCATTERING ENCAPSULANT PROVIDING SHINGLE-MIMICKING APPEARANCE

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163226A1
Solicitantes GAF ENERGY LLC [US] 
Resumen A method of making a photovoltaic module includes the step of

obtaining a frontsheet having a glass layer, a light scattering
encapsulant layer, and a polymer layer. The light scattering
encapsulant layer includes a first region, a plurality of first
portions extending from the first region, and at least one area
located between the first portions. The first portions of the light
scattering encapsulant layer has a first light scattering value
and a second portion defined by the area has a second light
scattering value different from the first light scattering value.
The method includes the steps of obtaining at least one solar
cell, an encapsulant, and a backsheet, and laminating the
frontsheet, the encapsulant, the at least one solar cell, and the
backsheet.

A Heat Exchanger and Uses Thereof

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163227A1
Solicitantes THE PROVOST FELLOWS SCHOLARS AND OTHER MEMBERS OF BOARD OF TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN [IE] 
Resumen A heat exchanger unit having a top and a bottom, the heat

exchanger comprising a plurality of fins spaced apart from each
other and having a predetermined length, thickness and height,
with application for use with a photovoltaic solar panel.

SOLAR CELL EMITTER REGION FABRICATION WITH DIFFERENTIATED P-TYPE AND N-TYPE ARCHITECTURES AND
INCORPORATING DOTTED DIFFUSION

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163225A1
Solicitantes SUNPOWER CORP [US] 
Resumen Methods of fabricating solar cell emitter regions with

differentiated P-type and N-type architectures and incorporating
dotted diffusion, and resulting solar cells, are described. In an
example, a solar cell includes a substrate having a
light-receiving surface and a back surface. A first polycrystalline
silicon emitter region of a first conductivity type is disposed on a
first thin dielectric layer disposed on the back surface of the
substrate. A second polycrystalline silicon emitter region of a
second, different, conductivity type is disposed on a second thin
dielectric layer disposed in a plurality of non-continuous
trenches in the back surface of the substrate.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163226A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163227A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163225A1
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SOLAR CELL MODULE

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163222A1
Solicitantes KANEKA CORP [JP] 
Resumen A solar battery module having high photoelectric conversion

efficiency and superior aesthetic appearance. A solar battery
module comprises a plate-shaped front-surface protection
material having, on an exterior peripheral part, a light-blocking
region that blocks light; a plurality of solar battery strings each
having a plurality of solar battery cells that are aligned in one
line in a first direction and connected, the plurality of solar
battery strings being positioned aligned in a second direction
that intersects with the first direction on the back side of the
front-surface protection material; a plate-shaped or
sheet-shaped back-surface protection material positioned on
the back side of the plurality of solar battery strings; and a
sealing material filled between the front-surface protection
material and the back-surface protection material. The solar
battery strings are arranged so that a portion of at least one end
of the solar battery cells overlaps with the light-blocking region.

SOLAR CELL AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE HAVING THE SAME

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163224A1
Solicitantes TDK CORP [JP] 
Resumen A solar cell covered with a transparent plate through a

predetermined gap includes a flexible power generating layer
which photoelectrically converts light incident thereon through
the transparent plate, a resin layer covering a light receiving
surface of the power generating layer, and an adhesion
preventing layer covering the surface of the resin layer and
facing the transparent plate through the gap. The adhesion
preventing layer is made of an inorganic material and has a
surface roughness Sz of 1 nm or more and 500 nm or less.
Thus, the outermost surface of the solar cell is constituted by
the adhesion preventing layer, so that no tack mark occurs
even when partial contact occurs between the solar cell and the
transparent plate which face each other through the gap. As a
result, it is possible to prevent deterioration in appearance due
to the tack mark.

A PRINTED SOLAR CELL WITH PROTRUDING, ANGLED, EDGE PORTIONS

Nº publicación    23/05/2023SE2151617A1
Solicitantes EPISHINE AB [SE] 

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163222A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163224A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=SE2151617A1
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A PORTABLE POWER GENERATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023085953A1
Solicitantes POWERHOUSE WIND LTD [NZ] 
Resumen A portable power generation system having a transportable structure can include a wind turbine having a tower

mounted to the transportable structure configured to allow erection from within the transportable structure. It can also
include a solar panel array pivotally connected to the structure that is expandable to an in use configuration in which
the expanded solar panel is inclined to a side of the transportable structure.

CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEM FOR REAL-TIME DAYLIGHT EVALUATION

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023086457A1
Solicitantes THE REGENTS OF THE UNIV OF CALIFORNIA [US] 
Resumen A system for determining light conditions in a space of interest and to control a device thereon includes a light sensor

arranged to detect light entering a sub-volume of the space of interest to provide measurement data corresponding to
at least an intensity and direction distribution of light entering the sub-volume; a data processor configured to
communicate with the light sensor to receive the measurement data, the data processor configured with a
computational model to provide a calculated distribution of light based on the measurement date from the sub-volume
of the space of interest; and a control system configured to communicate with the data processor to receive the
calculated distribution of light and provide control signals based on the calculated distribution of light.

PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM CAPABLE OF DISPLAYING IMAGES ON FRONT

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023085647A1
Solicitantes HANSOL TECHNICS INC [KR] 
Resumen Disclosed is a photovoltaic system capable of displaying images on the front. The present invention is configured

such that, when a PV module is installed on a building, images may be displayed on the front of the PV module, and
accordingly, by efficiently collecting photovoltaic energy through the PV module, not only may the amount of power
generation be increased by securing electrical energy, but also, various types of images are displayed to the outside
of the building by using the secured electrical energy.

SOLAR COGENERATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023085830A1
Solicitantes SOOKMYUNG WOMENS UNIV INDUSTRY ACADEMIC COOPERATION FOUNDATION [KR] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a solar cogeneration system and, more specifically, to a solar cogeneration system

capable of dramatically enhancing the usage of thermal energy and, simultaneously, enhancing solar generation
efficiency, and quickly and effectively collecting and using thermal energy by specifically using minimal power. The
solar cogeneration system according to the present invention comprises: a water tank part in which an
accommodation space is provided; a solar cell module having battery cells for performing photovoltaic generation by
using visible light region energy of sunlight; a heat exchange means, which receives waste heat generated by the
solar cell module, so as to heat a fluid in the water tank part through heat exchange; and a reflective means provided
to reflect sunlight.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023085953A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023086457A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023085647A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023085830A1
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PREPARATION METHOD FOR METAL HALIDE PEROVSKITE QUANTUM DOTS WITH IMPROVED STABILITY,
PREPARATION APPARATUS, AND SOLAR BATTERY COMPRISING METAL HALIDE PEROVSKITE QUANTUM DOTS
PREPARED THEREBY

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023085509A1
Solicitantes IUCF HYU INDUSTRY UNIV COOPERATION FOUNDATION HANYANG UNIV [KR] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a preparation method for metal halide perovskite quantum dots with improved

stability, a preparation apparatus, and a solar battery including metal halide perovskite quantum dots prepared
thereby. The preparation method for metal halide perovskite quantum dots according to the present invention is:
economical since it is performed at a relatively low temperature of 80 °C or less compared to existing hot injection
methods and, as it is performed at normal pressure, does not require expensive vacuum equipment due to there
being no requirement for a vacuum process; is easy for preparation since the preparation steps are not complicated;
and is able to improve yield by improving stability even in the case of the metal halide perovskite quantum dots
including iodide ions having low stability compared to other halogen atoms, by performing, before purification by
adding a polar solvent to a dispersion containing the formed metal halide perovskite quantum dots, a step of removing
unreacted reactants that are precipitated by centrifugation, thereby being able to be usefully applied to mass
production of stabilized metal halide quantum dots for preparation of a solar battery.

FLOATING PHOTOVOLTAIC STRUCTURE FOR INSTALLATION IN LOW-LATITUDE COUNTRY

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023085495A1
Solicitantes HYUNDAI GLOBAL CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen The present invention provides a floating photovoltaic structure for installation in a low-latitude country that is installed

in a low-latitude country with a large solar incident angle, has excellent power generation efficiency, can improve
safety by reducing wind direction resistance, and facilitates the installation of a photovoltaic module. A floating
photovoltaic structure for installation in a low-latitude country having a photovoltaic module, according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention, comprises: support columns arranged in pairs at regular intervals side by side
along the long side arrangement direction of a photovoltaic module; buoyant bodies connected to lower portions of
the support columns to provide buoyancy to the floating photovoltaic structure; upper support members for the
photovoltaic module positioned at upper portions of the support columns and disposed at regular intervals along the
longitudinal direction to support the upper portion of the photovoltaic module; lower support members for the
photovoltaic module disposed on both sides of the upper support members for the photovoltaic module and supported
and fixed to the upper surfaces of the support columns, wherein the photovoltaic module is installed with the short
side thereof inclined, the upper end of which is fixed to the upper support members of the photovoltaic module and
the lower end of which is fixed to the lower support members of the photovoltaic module such that the photovol

SOLAR BATTERY MODULE

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023085428A1
Solicitantes KANEKA CORP [JP] 
Resumen The present invention comprises: a solar battery string (2) that has a plurality of power generation cells (20); a

translucent protection plate (3) that is laid over the light incidence side of the solar battery string (2); a sealing material
(4) that is interposed between the solar battery string (2) and the protection plate (3); and a decorative layer (5) that is
formed so as to be visible through the protection plate (3) from the light incidence side of the protection plate (3) and
attenuates or blocks light in the thickness direction. The decorative layer (5) is formed between the protection plate
(3) and the solar battery string (2) in the thickness direction.

REINFORCING STRUCTURE FOR ROOF AND REINFORCING MEMBER THEREFOR, AND MOUNTING STRUCTURE FOR
SOLAR PANEL

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023084804A1
Solicitantes JTS CO LTD [JP] 
Resumen The present invention reinforces a roof without providing through holes in the roof. The present invention comprises: a

first base member (20A) and a second base member (20B) which are bonded and fixed to outdoor surfaces (10t) of a
roof material forming a roof (10) of a building; and reinforcing beam members (30) formed by long members. The
reinforcing beam members are fixed to the first base member (20A) and the second base member (20B).
Alternatively, panel-mounting fittings (50A, 50B) may be fixed to the reinforcing beam members (30), and a solar
panel (60) may be fixed on the panel-mounting fittings.
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SOLAR CELL, MULTI-JUNCTION TYPE SOLAR CELL, SOLAR CELL MODULE, AND SOLAR CELL POWER GENERATION
SYSTEM

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023084571A1
Solicitantes KK TOSHIBA [JP] 

TOSHIBA ENERGY SYSTEMS & SOLUTIONS CORP [JP] 
Resumen According to an embodiment of the present invention, this solar cell includes a first conductive layer (11), a first

counter conductive layer (11o), a first photoelectric conversion layer (21), a first compound layer (31), a second
conductive layer (12), a second counter conductive layer (12o), a second photoelectric conversion layer (22), and a
second compound layer (32). The first counter conductive layer (11o) includes a first conductive region (11a). The
direction from the first conductive layer (11) to the first conductive region (11a) is along a first direction. The first
compound layer (31) includes a first compound region (31a) provided between the first photoelectric conversion layer
(21) and the first conductive region (11a). A second direction from the first conductive layer (11) to the second
conductive layer (12) intersects the first direction. The second counter conductive layer (12o) includes a second
conductive region (12b) electrically connected to the first conductive layer (11). The direction from the second
conductive layer (12) to the second conductive region (12b) is along the first direction. The direction from the first
conductive region (11a) to the second conductive region (12b) is along the second direction. The second compound
layer (32) includes a second compound region (32b) and a third compound region (32c). The second compound
region (32b) is provided between the second photoelectric conversion layer (22) and the second conductive region
(12b).

A ROAD-BASED SOLAR SYSTEM FOR PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN AND ELECTRICITY

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023084511A1
Solicitantes ARBEL AVRAHAM [IL] 
Resumen The invention is directed to a system and method for for producing energy on transportation routes. A road-based

Solar System for production of hydrogen and electricity is provided. This is a novel decentralized system for
production, storage, energy collection, conversion is disclosed comprising: a. System and method for converting solar
energy to electrical energy; b. Means and methods for storing and/or transporting said electrical energy; c. System
and for converting said electrical energy to a gas fuel; d. System and method for storing or transporting said gas fuel;
The modules and units for converting solar energy to electrical energy are configured to be positioned above,
adjacent on or a transportation network, thereby utilising the pre-existing road system and drastically reducing
wasteful land use.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023084571A1
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STRUCTURE MADE UP OF FLOATING PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023084141A1
Solicitantes RES & DEVELOPMENT CONCRETES S L [ES] 

ISIGENERE S L [ES] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a structure (E) made up of

floating photovoltaic panels (PV), said structure comprising
several assemblies (1) made up of a photovoltaic panel (11)
and floating stand (12) and connection means between the
floating stands (12), so that the assemblies (1) form a floating
matrix. Mooring means (3) formed by a plurality of weights (31)
and ropes or rubber elements (32) are connected at the lower
end thereof to the weight (31), the upper end of each rope or
rubber element (32) being connected to the floating frame (4).
The floating frame (4) is a semi-rigid frame, wherein the floating
frame (4) is made up of a matrix of a cementitious product (41)
which fully or partially surrounds a volume of floating material
(42).

BLACK PHOTOVOLTAIC BACK SHEET, AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREFOR AND APPLICATION THEREOF

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023083156A1
Solicitantes TRINA SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present application relates to a black photovoltaic back

sheet, and a preparation method therefor and an application
thereof. The black photovoltaic back sheet comprises a
photovoltaic back sheet substrate, a black coating and a
protection layer, which are sequentially arranged in a stacked
manner, wherein the thickness of the protection layer is 1-3 μm.
In the present application, when the black photovoltaic back
sheet is used in a photovoltaic assembly, the black photovoltaic
back sheet is not prone to changing color, and has good color stability and a relatively long functional effectiveness
time.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC SWEEPING APPARATUS AND CHARGING STRUCTURE THEREOF, AND PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER
GENERATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082595A1
Solicitantes SUNPURE TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed in the present utility model are a photovoltaic

sweeping apparatus and a charging structure thereof, and a
photovoltaic power generation system. The charging structure
of the photovoltaic sweeping apparatus comprises: a mounting
body, and a positive electrode charging connector and a
negative electrode charging connector, which are both
arranged on the mounting body and are used in cooperation,
wherein there is a preset safety distance between the positive
electrode charging connector and the negative electrode
charging connector on the mounting body; the positive
electrode charging connector is used for being electrically
connected to a positive electrode of an energy storage battery
and a positive electrode of an external power source; and the
negative electrode charging connector is used for being
electrically connected to a negative electrode of the energy
storage battery and a negative electrode of the external power
source. In the charging structure of the photovoltaic sweeping
apparatus disclosed in the present utility model, a positive
electrode charging connector and a negative electrode
charging connector are arranged on a mounting body, and
since there is a preset safety distance between the positive
electrode charging connector and the negative electrode
charging connector on the mounting body, the probability of the
occurrence of a short circuit is reduced, thereby reducing
potential safety hazards.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC-THERMOELECTRIC INTEGRATED DEVICE

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082583A1
Solicitantes LONGI GREEN ENERGY TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides a photovoltaic-thermoelectric

integrated device. The photovoltaic-thermoelectric integrated
device comprises a first solar cell, a second solar cell, and a
thermoelectric series structure, wherein the thermoelectric
series structure connects in series the first solar cell and the
second solar cell, the thermoelectric series structure comprises
a thermoelectric material region, and the conductivity σ of the
thermoelectric material region is≥1×107 S/m. In the
photovoltaic-thermoelectric integrated device of the present
disclosure, a thermoelectric material having high conductivity
and high power factor is used as a series structure between two
solar cells in an assembly, and the two cells are connected in
series. The series structure may increase the output voltage
and energy conversion efficiency of the whole assembly.
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PREFABRICATED PHOTOVOLTAIC INTEGRATED PANEL COMPRISING MOISTURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, AND
ASSEMBLY-TYPE PHOTOVOLTAIC ENCLOSURE SYSTEM

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082331A1
Solicitantes SUZHOU VANTELL MATERIAL TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed are a prefabricated photovoltaic integrated panel

(100) comprising a moisture management system (2), and an
assembly-type photovoltaic enclosure system, belonging to the
field of building enclosure systems. The prefabricated
photovoltaic integrated panel (100) comprising the moisture
management system (2) comprises a solar photovoltaic panel
(1) and the moisture management system (2), the moisture
management system (2) comprising an isobaric rainproof
curtain wall (21) and waterproof and moisture permeable cloth
(22). The assembly-type photovoltaic enclosure system
comprises the prefabricated photovoltaic integrated panel (100)
comprising the moisture management system (2), a wall layer
(200) and a flashing board (300); or comprises the
prefabricated photovoltaic integrated panel (100) comprising
the moisture management system (2), a building structure
framework (400) and the flashing board (300); or comprises the
prefabricated photovoltaic integrated panel (100) comprising
the moisture management system (2), and a roof body (500). A
construction method for the assembly-type photovoltaic
enclosure system comprises the steps of software simulation,
factory prefabrication and field assembly. In the photovoltaic
enclosure system, by means of the solar photovoltaic panel (1),
the prefabricated photovoltaic integrated panel (100) can have
power supply and generation functions, thereby saving on the
apparatus material and electric power cost, reducing energy
consumption g

A MARINE SYSTEM COMPRISING AN ANTI-BIOFOULING LIGHT ARRANGMENT THAT INCLUDES A POLARIZING DEVICE

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023150622A1
Solicitantes KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS NV [NL] 
Resumen A marine system (1) comprises a structure (10) that is designed

for use in a marine environment, and that includes an exterior
surface (11) that is at least intermittently exposed to water
during actual use of the structure (10). The marine system (1)
further comprises an anti-biofouling light arrangement (20) that
is arranged and configured to emit anti-biofouling light towards
the exterior surface (11) of the structure (10) in order to perform
art anti-biofouling action on the exterior surface (11) of the
structure (10), wherein the anti-biofouling light arrangement
(20) includes a polarizing device (22) that is arranged in a path
of the anti-biofouling light towards the exterior surface (11) of the structure (10) and configured to only let light waves
of the anti-biofouling light of a specific polarization pass through.

Wind turbine

Nº publicación    15/05/2023PL439487A1
Solicitantes KUSTRON PAWEL [PL] 
Resumen Zgłoszenie przedstawia turbinę wiatrową o zwiększonej mocy energii. Istota turbiny wiatrowej polega na tym, że ma

elementy fotowoltaiczne (1), które zamocowane są do turbiny. Elementy fotowoltaiczne zamocowane są na obudowie
lub łopatach (5) turbiny, mają postać elastycznych paneli, zamocowanych do turbiny za pomocą kleju.
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AGRICULTURAL PHOTOVOLTAIC STRUCTURE WITH CONTROLLED COOLING

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023148487A1
Solicitantes TEP RENEWABLES LTD [GB] 
Resumen An agricultural photovoltaic structure (1) is described

comprising at least one support structure (2), photovoltaic
panels (3) and glass (4) supported by the support structure (2),
irrigation means (7) for an underlying agricultural land (6),
lighting means (5) of the underlying agricultural land (6), and
control means. The support structure (2) comprises at least one
frame (23) able to support, side by side, both the photovoltaic
panels (3) and the glasses (4), implementing a cover over the
agricultural land (6) partly suitable for diffusing light over the underlying agricultural land (6) by the glass (4), The
irrigation means (7) include nozzles able to wet the lower part of the photovoltaic panels (3) thus cooling them, the
water then falling by gravity onto the agricultural land (6). The control means are able to activate the irrigation means
(7) and the lighting means (5) on the basis of sensors.

LAMINATED STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY, WINDOW ASSEMBLY AND CONTROL METHOD

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023150238A1
Solicitantes SAINT GOBAIN [FR] 
Resumen A laminated structure assembly includes, between an upper

transparent substrate and a lower transparent substrate,
different combinations of a photovoltaic layer, a light-adjusting
layer and a light-emitting layer that are stacked in sequence
from top to bottom, and bonding layers are provided to bond
adjacent layers. There is also provided a window assembly that
includes the laminated structure assembly and a controller
electrically connected to the laminated structure assembly.
There is also provided a method for adjusting a window
assembly, a computer device for control and a
computer-readable medium. The laminated structure assembly
provides a combination of a plurality of functions, thereby meets
requirements of users.
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APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR REDUCING FUGITIVE GAS EMISSIONS AT OIL FACILITIES

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023152288A1
Solicitantes PROJECT CANARY PBC [US] 
Resumen Apparatus and methods for detecting and reporting pollution at

an oil facility are disclosed. The technology utilizes a logic
control system to read from a pollution sensor and present the
sensed data as a pollutant from a leak. The pollution leakage
can be further managed and reduced.

SMART WINDOW WITH SOLAR POWERED DIFFUSION

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023151686A1
Solicitantes UNIV IMAM ABDULRAHMAN BIN FAISAL [SA] 
Resumen A solar powered smart window includes a light diffuser

configured to convert an incident direct solar radiation to a
diffusive light toward interior direction, a light diffuser positioner,
a driving mechanism, a solar panel, and a control unit. The
control unit moved the light diffuser from a predetermined
opened position to a closed position and to hold the light
diffuser at the closed position with latch mechanism, when the
output power of the solar panel exceeds a threshold for over a
duration time. The controller releases the latch mechanism and
to cause the light diffuser to return to the predetermined opened
position when the output power lowers below threshold for over
the duration time. A method includes storing a predetermined
condition, monitoring the output power, comparing the output
power with the predetermined conditions, making decision
whether a positional transition is necessary, and causing the
transitional transition or maintaining current position.

Accessible and Portable Solar-Powered Washer Dryer

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023151525A1
Solicitantes BELL TAWAUN [US] 
Resumen This invention is a combination washer and dryer powered by solar energy. The solar energy unit collects solar

energy and converts it into electrical energy which is stored in an energy storage device. The solar energy unit
connects to the main enclosure to power the electronic control circuits and the motor in the main enclosure. Within the
main enclosure is a second energy storage device. The main enclosure also comprises a receptacle for liquid,
detergent, and the clothing bin. The clothing bin is rotated or agitated by a motor according to instructions provided by
the electronic control circuit and powered by either the solar panel directly or by one of the two energy storage
devices.
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VERTICAL SILICON AND III-V PHOTOVOLTAICS INTEGRATION WITH SILICON ELECTRONICS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155048A1
Solicitantes IBM [US] 
Resumen A photovoltaic structure includes a substrate; and a plurality of off-axis, doped silicon regions outward of the

substrate. The plurality of off-axis, doped silicon regions have an off-axis lattice orientation at a predetermined
non-zero angle. A plurality of photovoltaic devices of a first chemistry are located outward of the plurality of off-axis,
doped silicon regions. Optionally, a plurality of photovoltaic devices of a second chemistry, different than the first
chemistry, are located outward of the substrate and are spaced away from the plurality of off-axis, doped silicon
regions.

SOLAR CELLS WITH DIFFERENTIATED P-TYPE AND N-TYPE REGION ARCHITECTURES

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155039A1
Solicitantes SUNPOWER CORP [US] 
Resumen Methods of fabricating solar cell emitter regions with

differentiated P-type and N-type regions architectures, and
resulting solar cells, are described. In an example, a solar cell
can include a substrate having a light-receiving surface and a
back surface. A first doped region of a first conductivity type,
wherein the first doped region is disposed in a first portion of
the back surface. A first thin dielectric layer disposed over the
back surface of the substrate, where a portion of the first thin
dielectric layer is disposed over the first doped region of the first
conductivity type. A first semiconductor layer disposed over the
first thin dielectric layer. A second doped region of a second
conductivity type in the first semiconductor layer, where the
second doped region is disposed over a second portion of the
back surface. A first conductive contact disposed over the first
doped region and a second conductive contact disposed over
the second doped region.

Semiconductor packaging including photovoltaic particles having a core-shell structure

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155040A1
Solicitantes SOFTPV INC [KR] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to a semiconductor packaging

capable of supplying power by itself by including, as a power
supply part, photovoltaic particles having a core-shell structure,
wherein the photovoltaic particles in a semiconductor package
generate voltage and current required for semiconductors so
that the semiconductor package can be easily driven only with
the power generated by itself, it is possible to overcome the restrictions on miniaturization of semiconductor packages
due to connection with external power sources, and the photovoltaic particles are located between a semiconductor
chip and a substrate so that the semiconductor package is easy to miniaturize.
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LAMINATED PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICE, AND PRODUCTION METHOD

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155049A1
Solicitantes LONGI GREEN ENERGY TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A tandem photovoltaic device includes: a tunnel junction

between an upper cell unit and a lower cell unit. The lower cell
unit is a crystalline silicon cell. The tunnel junction includes: a
carrier transport layer, a crystalline silicon layer, and an
intermediate layer located between the carrier transport layer
and the crystalline silicon layer. The carrier transport layer is a
metal oxide layer. The intermediate layer includes a tunneling
layer. The crystalline silicon layer has a doping concentration
greater than or equal to 1017 cm−3. The carrier transport layer
is in direct contact with a shadow surface of the upper cell unit.
If the crystalline silicon layer is a p-type crystalline silicon layer,
a first energy level is close to a second energy level. If the crystalline silicon layer is an n-type crystalline silicon layer,
a third energy level is close to a fourth energy level.

SOLAR CELL MODULE

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155045A1
Solicitantes KANEKA CORP [JP] 
Resumen Each of at least three solar cell strings has a first end and a

second end in a first direction each including a connector. At
the first end and the second end, a wire member is provided to
which the connector of the first end of each of at least two solar
cell strings out of the at least three solar cell strings and the
connector of the second end thereof are connected. A first
sheet member is provided to allow the wire member at the first
end to be located in a specific positional relationship with the
wire member at the second end, and a second sheet member is
provided to allow the wire member at the second end to be
located in a specific positional relationship with the wire
member at the first end.

Solar Cell And Photovoltaic Module

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155047A1
Solicitantes ZHEJIANG JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 

JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A solar cell and a photovoltaic module including the solar cell.

The solar cell includes: a semiconductor substrate including a
first surface and a second surface opposite to each other; a first
dielectric layer located on the first surface; a first N+ doped
layer located on a surface of the first dielectric layer; a first
passivation layer located on a surface of the first N+ doped
layer; a first electrode located on a surface of the first
passivation layer; a second dielectric layer located on the
second surface; a first P+ doped layer located on a surface of
the second dielectric layer; a second passivation layer located
on a surface of the first P+ doped layer; and a second electrode
located on a surface of the second passivation layer.
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Electromagnetic Wave and Energy Storage

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155546A1
Solicitantes ZHOU YORK ZHIYUAN [US] 

ZHOU LUCAS MINGZHI [US] 
ZHOU LIN [US] 

Resumen Almost all energy on Earth comes from the Sun. It radiates power to Earth using electromagnetic (EM) waves.
However, only a small fraction of the radiation was captured in the forms of photovoltaic, solar heat, hydropower,
fossil fuel, and wind. The consumption of the energy comes with serious environmental penalties such as global
warming and environmental damages. A system and methods are disclosed to allow capturing, storage, conversion
and release of electromagnetic waves and their energy.

MICRO INVERTER FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER GENERATION AND PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER GENERATION SYSTEM
USING THE SAME AND PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE ARRAY INTEGRATED THE SAME

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155547A1
Solicitantes LOTTE ENERGY CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen A microinverter for photovoltaic power generation includes a

photovoltaic power generation system using the same, and a
solar cell panel array integrated with the microinverter for
photovoltaic power generation. The microinverter for
photovoltaic power generation may include a case lower plate
formed in a plate shape; a case cover configured to cover the
case lower plate; and a substrate installed on the case lower
plate.

Lightweight, Low Stow Volume, Deployable Solar concentrator for Space Applications

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155545A1
Solicitantes LGARDE INC [US] 
Resumen Exemplary embodiments described herein may include

lightweight, low stow volume solar concentrator.
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SYSTEM AND METHODS FOR SOLAR PANEL SHADING AND OPITMIZATION

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155544A1
Solicitantes MIDAS TOUCH GLOBAL LLC [US] 
Resumen A solar magnification and shading apparatus, which may include a solar panel, having a front surface; a light

controlling layer, having an underside and a top side, and positioned above the front surface of the solar panel such
that a total area of the underside of the light controlling layer covers at least a total area of the front surface of the
solar panel; and a magnification layer, having a bottom side and positioned above the top side of the light controlling
layer such that a total area of the bottom side of the magnification layer covers at least a total area of the top side of
the light controlling layer.

TERRAIN FOLLOWING SOLAR TRACKER

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155539A1
Solicitantes NEXTRACKER LLC [US] 
Resumen A solar tracker, solar array, and method of designing a solar tracker or array including a plurality of piers, a torque

tube supported by the piers, each pier having a common reveal from the earth and the torque tube has a relative
angle from a first pier to a second pier of between 0.25 and about 0.75 degrees.

SOLAR CELL MODULE INCLUDING REFLECTION PLATE AND METHOD FOR ADJUSTING REFLECTION MODULE

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155543A1
Solicitantes NANOVALLEY CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen The present invention is intended to prevent shadow by a

reflection plate, which may be generated according to a solar
path variation, to increase a power generation efficiency of a
solar cell module. To achieve the objects, one aspect of the
present invention includes a solar cell panel and a reflection
plate connected to and disposed on an edge of the solar cell
pane, and angles between the reflection plates and a surface of
the panel is simultaneously or individually varied.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR TERRAIN BASED BACKTRACKING FOR SOLAR TRACKERS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155541A1
Solicitantes FTC SOLAR INC [US] 
Resumen A system is provided. The system includes a tracker configured

to collect solar irradiance and attached to a rotational
mechanism for changing a plane of the tracker and a controller
in communication with the rotational mechanism. The controller
is programmed to store a plurality of positional information and
a shadow model for determining placement of shadows based
on positions of objects relative to the sun, determine a position
of the sun at a first specific point in time, retrieve height
information for the tracker and at least one adjacent tracker,
execute the shadow model based on the retrieved height
information and the position of the sun, determine a first angle
for the tracker based on the executed shadow model, and
transmit instructions to the rotational mechanism to change the
plane of the tracker to the first angle.

Pest-Control Structure for Photovoltaic Installations

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155542A1
Solicitantes SOLAREDGE TECHNOLOGIES LTD [IL] 
Resumen A pest-control structure for a photovoltaic (PV) module installation may include a support beam mounted to a support

surface. The support beam may include an interface surface. A PV module may be mounted to the support beam. At
least one exclusion spacer may be mounted to the support beam at the interface surface or the PV module. The at
least one exclusion spacer may restrict access to an area between the PV module and the support surface.
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SOLAR ROOFING SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155537A1
Solicitantes GAF ENERGY LLC [US] 
Resumen A system includes a photovoltaic module having photovoltaic

cells, each having a width, and a roofing shingle having an
exposure zone and a headlap zone. A plurality of slots extends
from the exposure zone to the headlap zone and define tooth
portions. A first one of the tooth portions has a first side defined
by a first slot and a second side defined by a second slot
adjacent to the first slot. The first tooth portion has a first width
that is the photovoltaic cell width multiplied by a first positive
integer. A second tooth portion has a first side defined by a
third slot and a second side defined by a fourth slot adjacent to
the third slot. The second tooth portion has a second width that
is the photovoltaic cell width multiplied by a second positive
integer different than the first positive integer.

EXPANDABLE SPLICE FOR A SOLAR POWER SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155540A1
Solicitantes NEXTRACKER LLC [US] 
Resumen The present disclosure describes an expandable splice

configured for reinforcing a tube of a solar owner system, the
splice including a top panel, a bottom panel, a first side panel, a
second side panel, and at least one beveled corner panel,
wherein the first and second side panels are connected to the
top and bottom panels either directly or by the at least one
beveled corner panel to form a channel therebetween.
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METHOD FOR MAKING PHOTOVOLTAIC SLATS FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC BLINDS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155538A1
Solicitantes SCUOLA UNIV PROFESSIONALE DELLA SVIZZERA ITALIANA SUPSI [CH] 
Resumen A method for making a photovoltaic slat for a photovoltaic blind,

including the steps of: providing a photovoltaic sheet including
at least one photovoltaic strip, said photovoltaic strip including
at least one string of thin film solar cells monolithically
connected to each other in series; cutting out a portion of the
photovoltaic sheet having a shape of a slat suitable for a blind,
said portion including at least one of said strings; and providing
in said portion of the photovoltaic sheet at least two through
holes suitable for being passed through by connection elements
for connecting a plurality of slats in a blind.

SINGLE-PIECE HINGED CLAMP FOR TRACK MOUNTING ASSEMBLIES

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155536A1
Solicitantes SUNRUN INC [US] 
Resumen Single-piece hinged-clamps employed used in assemblies used

to mount solar power modules to surface installation are
disclosed. In some embodiments, a clamp with a right portion
with a right notch having a right platform, a left portion with a
left notch having a left platform, and a base portion with a
flexible hinge is disclosed. The left portion also includes a
threaded aperture extending downwardly from the left platform.
In some embodiments, a method of securing a component with
the clamp is disclosed in which a right member of a component
is inserted into a right notch of a clamp, an applied force
imparts movement of a left notch away from the right notch, and
a buildup of potential energy in the flexible hinge during the
application of the force moves the left notch in the opposite
direction to engage the left member of the component.

Power Generation System Employing Power Amplifying Thermo-Mechanical Inverter Technology

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155388A1
Solicitantes KALINDHA RASHMI LLC [US] 
Resumen Modern thermal power plants based on classical thermodynamic power cycles suffer from an upper bound efficiency

restriction imposed by the Carnot principle. This disclosure teaches how to break away from the classical
thermodynamics paradigm in configuring a thermal power plant so that its efficiency will not be restricted by the
Carnot principle. The power generation system described herein makes a path for the next generation of
low-to-moderate temperature thermal power plants to run at significantly higher efficiencies powered by renewable
energy. This disclosure also reveals novel high-performance power schemes with integrated fuel cell technology,
driven by a variety of fuels such as hydrogen, ammonia, syngas, methane and natural gas, leading toward low-to-zero
emission power generation for the future.
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Method and apparatus for cleaning surfaces

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2023202594A1
Solicitantes O SOILING [IL] 
Resumen A method and a surface cleaning device for cleaning a surface

of a solar panel, wherein the surface cleaning device may
include first and second dust carrying members, a motor; 5 and
a motion delay assembly. The motor is configured to cyclically
move the first dust carrying member and the second dust
carrying member along a path. The motion delay assembly is
configured to cyclically introduce a momentarily delay in a
progress of the first dust carrying member along the path, while
the second dust carrying member contacts the surface, thereby
reducing a gap between the first dust carrying member and 10
the second dust carrying member and induce air to exit the gap
and progress along the surface and remove dust that precedes
the second dust carrying member.

SYSTEM FOR GUIDING THE ROTATION OF A SOLAR TRACKER

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2022259699A1
Solicitantes NEXANS [FR] 
Resumen Abstract System for guiding the rotation of a solar tracker

System (1) for guiding the rotation of a solar tracker, having: -
at least one arch (2) that can be mounted on the solar tracker
and can rotate about an axis of rotation (100), - at least two
guide devices (3) configured to guide the rotation of the arch
(2). Figure for the abstract: Fig. 2 Fig. 2 7 4 10 11200d 200a 3
200b 6 6 $07 400 300a 6 Fig. 3 • 3 10 1 10 7 4 200d 8 *- 200a
3- ---- 4 200c 4 5 300b 200b 6 $300a
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Electrode Structure, Solar Cell, and Photovoltaic Module

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2022252710A1
Solicitantes JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 

ZHEJIANG JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen An electrode structure, a solar cell, and a photovoltaic module

are provided. The electrode structure includes: busbars
extending along a first direction and each including two
sub-busbars arranged opposite to each other along a second
direction intersecting with the first direction, 5 each of the
sub-busbars includes first sub-portions and second
sub-portions that are spaced at intervals; fingers extending
along the second direction and arranged at two sides of the
busbars, the fingers are connected to the sub-busbars; and
electrode pads sandwiched between the first sub-portions of
the two sub-busbars and connected to the first sub-portions, the
first sub-portion of at least one of the sub-busbars protrude
towards a side away from the electrode pads.

A MOBILE SOLAR POWER UNIT CONTROL SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2021393367A1
Solicitantes ECOQUIP AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 
Resumen A mobile solar power unit control system (200) providing power

to an associated equipment item (70) comprising: (a) at least
one mobile solar power unit (10) comprising an assembly (30)
of inter-connected solar collector panels (40,42,44); (b) an
energy storage module (60) connected to receive power from
the assembly (30) of inter-connected solar panels (40,42,44);
and (c) a control system (200) for controlling operation of both
the energy storage module (60) and associated equipment item
(70). The control system (200) comprises a local controller
(220) onboard or proximate the at least one mobile solar power
unit (10) and a remote controller (250), communicable with the
local controller (220), located remotely from said at least one
mobile solar power unit (10). The mobile solar power unit (10)
conveniently provides power for an associated equipment item
(70) and any selected auxiliary loads located in an off-grid
location.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR LOW EMISSIVITY, COLOR NEUTRAL INSULATED GLASS UNITS WITH TRANSPARENT
PHOTOVOLTAICS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2021351702A1
Solicitantes UBIQUITOUS ENERGY INC 
Resumen This application relates generally to the field of photovoltaic

materials and devices, and, more particularly, to insulated glass
units combining a visibly transparent (or semitransparent)
photovoltaic structure and a low emissivity structure to provide
a color neutral insulated glass unit while also improving the
solar heat gain coefficient as compared to the use of the visibly
transparent (or semitransparent) photovoltaic structure alone. In
some embodiments, the photovoltaic and low emissivity
structures are formed on separate lites (i.e., pieces of glass)
and combined during fabrication of the insulated glass unit.

TANDEM PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICE AND PRODUCTION METHOD

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144354A1
Solicitantes LONGI GREEN ENERGY TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A tandem photovoltaic device and production method. The

tandem photovoltaic device includes: an upper battery cell and
a lower battery cell, and a tunnel junction located between the
upper battery cell and the battery cell; the lower battery is a
crystalline silicon cell; the tunnel junction includes: an upper
crystalline silicon layer, a lower crystalline silicon layer and an
intermediate layer located between the upper crystalline silicon
layer and the lower crystalline silicon layer; the upper crystalline
silicon layer, the lower crystalline silicon layer and the
intermediate layer are in direct contact, and the doping types of
the upper crystalline silicon layer and the lower crystalline
silicon layer are opposite; the doping concentration of the upper crystalline silicon layer at the interface with the
intermediate layer and the doping concentration of the lower crystalline silicon layer at the interface with the
intermediate layer are greater than or equal to 1018 cm−3.
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WIRE POSITIONING DEVICE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141833A1
Solicitantes AFFORDABLE WIRE MAN LLC [US] 
Resumen An aluminum wire positioning device system for solar panel

cabling and harness string cabling is provided that includes a
support structure, a cable, and a wire positioning device. The
wire positioning device includes a center leg, an attachment
support leg, an attachment member configured to couple the
wire positioning device to the solar panel frame or solar panel
support structure at an attachment point, a saddle support leg,
and a cable support saddle configured to support the at least
one cable. The attachment member is arranged at an angle
relative to the cable support saddle about the center leg, and a
center-of-gravity of the wire positioning device is aligned with
the attachment point, the center leg, and the saddle support
leg.

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ON-DEMAND INSULATION BETWEEN LAYERS OF A DOUBLE-LAYERED WINDOW

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023081864A1
Solicitantes PAUL ALEXANDER [US] 
Resumen The present disclosure is directed to a new and improved system and method for on-demand insulation, which may

be deployed layers of a double-layered window. An on-demand thermal insulator system has a body that is
configured to transition between a collapsed form non-deployed state and a deployed state. The body while in the
non-deployed state allows a transfer of thermal energy through a defined boundary. The body while in the deployed
state in resisting the transfer of thermal energy resists transfer through the defined boundary. In particular
configurations, the body has a layer disposed between two material that receives fluid when transitioning from the
non-deployed state to the deployed state.
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INFLATABLE BLADDER SYSTEM AND METHOD

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023081726A1
Solicitantes SUNFOLDING INC [US] 

MADRONE LEILA MARCIA [US] 
PICONE STEPHEN [US] 
FAKHIMI SAMANEH [US] 
KAKANURU PADMALATHA [US] 
LAMSON KYLE ALLEN [US] 
LIN ERICA S C [US] 
BETTS KYLE [US] 
LAMB JEFFREY CHARLES [US] 
OESTREICH CHRISTOPHER [US] 

Resumen A method of manufacturing a fluidic actuator that comprising
generating a member that includes a web and a pair of cavities
and closing the cavities by closing one or more respective
openings of the cavities to generate a first closed bladder and a
second closed bladder.

ECOLOGICALLY FRIENDLY AQUATIC FARM-TYPE MOORING ANCHOR MODULE, FLOATING SOLAR PANEL
INSTALLATION STRUCTURE COMPRISING SAME, FLOATING WIND POWER GENERATOR INSTALLATION STRUCTURE,
AND FLOATING BREAKWATER INSTALLATION STRUCTURE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023080308A1
Solicitantes SEMI CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a floating solar panel

installation structure having an ecologically friendly anchor
module applied thereto and, more specifically, to a floating solar
panel installation structure supporting a floating solar panel and
comprising a growth space in which aquatic organisms can be
grown. The ecologically friendly aquatic farm-type mooring
anchor module, comprising a growth space for growing aquatic
organisms, according to an embodiment of the present
invention comprises: an anchor module body forming the
exterior; a frame part disposed inside the anchor module body
and formed from a rigid material compared to the anchor module body; and a connection part exposed through the
top surface of the anchor module body and having both lower ends coupled to the frame part, wherein the anchor
module body has formed on at least one surface thereof a plurality of growth space units which are recessed from the
one surface to form the growth space for aquatic organisms.
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OPERATING VOLTAGE ESTIMATION DEVICE AND OPERATING VOLTAGE ESTIMATION METHOD

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023080149A1
Solicitantes UNIV TEIKYO [JP] 
Resumen This operating voltage estimation device irradiates a

multi-junction solar cell with color bias light, calculates an
external quantum efficiency spectrum of each sub-cell under
irradiation with the color bias light, irradiates the multi-junction
solar cell, which is being operated by solar radiation, with
micro-intensity monochromatic modulated light during
estimation of the operating voltage of each sub-cell, and selects
a wavelength of the monochromatic modulated light. During
irradiation with the monochromatic modulated light, a phase
detection unit receives, as an input, a reference signal
indicating a phase of the monochromatic modulated light, and a
signal indicating an output current of the multi-junction solar cell
into which is mixed a component that is synchronous with the
monochromatic modulated light in accordance with the
operating voltage of each sub-cell of the multi-junction solar
cell. The phase detection unit extracts and outputs the
component that is synchronous with the monochromatic
modulated light mixed into the output current of the
multi-junction solar cell. A differential resistance corresponding
to the operating voltage of each sub-cell is calculated on the
basis of the output component that is synchronous with the
monochromatic modulated light, and the operating voltage of
each sub-cell is calculated on the basis of the calculated
differential resistance.
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SINGLE-ROW SOLAR TRACKER

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023079200A1
Solicitantes TRINA SOLAR S L U [ES] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a single-row solar tracker

comprising a rotation shaft (1) on which solar panels (2) are
mounted so that they rotate according to a controlled angle, the
rotation shaft (1) resting on a plurality of supporting masts, with
driving masts (3.1) optionally combined with standard masts
(3.2), and comprising a linear actuator (4) in each driving mast
(3.1) which propels a lever (4.1) connected to the rotation shaft
(1) causing same to rotate, the lower end (4.3) of the linear
actuator (4) being linked through a joint (4.4) to the driving mast
(3.1); and each linear actuator (4) is activated by a
corresponding motor (5), the solar tracker comprising a control
system that simultaneously activates each motor (5) so that all
the solar panels (2) maintain the same orientation.

PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM IN WHICH ASSEMBLY-LEVEL OPTIMIZER IS INSTALLED IN TARGETED MANNER, AND POWER
OPTIMIZATION METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077840A1
Solicitantes HUANENG CLEAN ENERGY RES INST [CN] 

HUANENG GROUP R & D CENTER CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Provided in the present application are a photovoltaic system in

which an assembly-level optimizer is installed in a targeted
manner, and a power optimization method therefor. The
method comprises: selecting an abnormal assembly according
to a preset installation ratio of assembly MPPT controllers or
according to an actual measurement result, and determining a
target assembly from a photovoltaic system; and installing an
assembly MPPT controller for the target assembly. For the
entire photovoltaic system, assembly MPPT controllers are only installed for some assemblies according to an
installation ratio, such that the power generation increment is improved, and the installation cost and invalid energy
loss of the assembly MPPT controllers of the photovoltaic system are also greatly reduced, thereby effectively
improving the economic benefits. The number of hardware installations is effectively reduced, and the investment of
time and cost is reduced; and fewer fault points and less standby power consumption can be achieved by reducing
the number of hardware installations.
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METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING CELL SHEET ASSEMBLY, AND SHINGLED PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077820A1
Solicitantes HUANENG CLEAN ENERGY RES INST [CN] 
Resumen Provided in the present invention are a method for

manufacturing a cell sheet assembly, and a shingled
photovoltaic module. The method for manufacturing a cell sheet
assembly comprises the following steps: printing an auxiliary
grid line on an original cell sheet, and sintering the auxiliary grid
line; slicing the original cell sheet to obtain a plurality of cell
sheets; placing the cell sheets on a printing screen; printing, at
an upper edge or a lower edge of the top surface or bottom
surface of each cell sheet, a silver paste line connected to the
auxiliary gate line, wherein the plurality of cell sheets are
sequentially stacked and arranged in a first direction, the first
direction is perpendicular to the lengthwise direction of the
silver paste line, and the silver paste line is sandwiched at a
position where any two adjacent cell sheets are stacked; and
sintering the silver paste lines. The present invention further
provides a shingled photovoltaic module. The method for
manufacturing a cell sheet assembly provided by the present
invention has the advantages of improving the printing
precision, providing a good cell sheet fixing effect, and saving
on raw materials.

SOLAR PANEL MOUNTING RACK SPECIALLY FOR INTELLIGENT PHOTOVOLTAIC STATION

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077692A1
Solicitantes POWERCHINA HEBEI ELECTRIC POWER ENG CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present invention relates to the technical field of solar

panel mounting racks. Disclosed is a solar panel mounting rack
specially for an intelligent photovoltaic station, the solar panel
mounting rack comprising: a mounting rack, which is obliquely
arranged for mounting several solar panels; a positioning
connection device, which is arranged on an inner side of the
mounting rack and can position and mount the solar panels; a
mobile cleaning device, which is arranged at the upper left of
the mounting rack and can automatically clean the solar panels;
a height adjustment device, which is arranged at the bottom
end of the mounting rack and can adjust a height of a right side
of the mounting rack; and a controller, which is arranged at the bottom end of a left side of the height adjustment
device. By means of the present invention, the automatic adjustment of the operating height of the mounting rack is
achieved, thereby facilitating the mounting of solar panels by operators of different heights; and the rapid and
large-area automatic cleaning of the solar panels is achieved, and the phenomenon of the power generation
efficiency of the solar panels being affected due to the adherence of dust and foreign matter is avoided to the
maximum extent, such that the labor intensity of the operators is reduced, and the scope of application of the device
is also increased.
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METAL OXIDE DOPED LAYER AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREFOR, AND SOLAR CELL AND PREPARATION METHOD
THEREFOR

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077763A1
Solicitantes LONGI SOLAR TECH XIAN CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed in the present application is a metal oxide doped

layer. A work function of the metal oxide doped layer gradually
changes from a first surface of the metal oxide doped layer to a
second surface thereof. Also provided in the present application
are a preparation method for a metal oxide doped layer, and a
solar cell and a preparation method therefor. According to the
metal oxide doped layer and the solar cell disclosed in the
present application, the metal oxide doped layer has a
gradually changing work function, and therefore the gradually
changing work function can match an upper-layer cell and a
lower-layer cell of the solar cell, thereby improving the
conversion efficiency of the solar cell.

SOLAR CELL AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077772A1
Solicitantes LONGI SOLAR TECH XIAN CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed in the present application are a solar cell and a preparation method therefor. The solar cell comprises a

P-type silicon substrate having a front surface and a back surface. The back surface is of a smooth structure, and is
sequentially provided, from top to bottom, with a tunneling silicon oxide layer, a phosphorus-doped polysilicon layer, a
first passivation layer, and back electrodes, wherein the back electrodes are in contact with the phosphorus-doped
polysilicon layer. The front surface is of a textured structure, and is sequentially provided, from bottom to top, with
second passivation layers and front electrodes, wherein the front electrodes are in contact with the P-type silicon
substrate, and P+ layers are formed in areas where the front electrodes are in contact with the P-type silicon
substrate. The solar cell structure disclosed in the present application has a high open-circuit voltage and high battery
efficiency, is simple in process, and is thus suitable for large-scale mass production.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM AND CONTROL METHOD

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077741A1
Solicitantes SUNGROW POWER SUPPLY CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Provided are a photovoltaic system and a control method. A

negative output end of a master DC/DC converter (101) is
connected to an N line, and a negative input end of a master
DC/AC converter (201) is connected to the N line; a negative
input end of a slave DC/DC converter (102) is connected to the
negative output end of the master DC/DC converter (101), and
a positive input end of the slave DC/DC converter (102) is
connected to a positive output end of the master DC/DC
converter (101); a positive output end of the slave DC/DC
converter (102) is connected to the N line, a negative output
end of the slave DC/DC converter (102) is connected to a
negative output end of a slave DC/AC converter (202), and a positive output end of the slave DC/AC converter (202)
is connected to the N line; the master DC/AC converter (201) sends, to the slave DC/AC converter (202), a current
instruction value, and an input voltage of the master DC/AC converter (201); and the slave DC/AC converter (202)
controls an output current according to an input voltage of the slave DC/AC converter (202), the current instruction
value, and the input voltage of the master DC/AC converter (201), such that the current of the N line is lower than a
preset current, thereby reducing power consumption.

SOLAR-DRIVEN RADIANT COOLING AIR CONDITIONING DEVICE AND RADIANT COOLING METHOD

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077595A1
Solicitantes UNIV JIAXING [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed in the present invention are a solar-driven radiant

cooling air conditioning device and a radiant cooling method.
The device comprises a solar power generator and a solar heat
collector. An output end of the solar power generator is
connected to a power supply mechanism. An input end of the
solar heat collector is connected to a liquid storage cylinder,
and an output end of the solar heat collector is connected to a
dehumidifier. The dehumidifier is provided with an air outlet
interface, and the air outlet interface is connected to a
condensation and dehumidification unit by means of a pipeline. An output end of the condensation and
dehumidification unit is connected to an indoor room by means of a pipeline assembly. A radiant coil is provided in the
indoor room, and a humidifier is provided outside the indoor room. The humidifier is connected to the radiant coil.
According to the solar-driven radiant cooling air conditioning device and the radiant cooling method, the solar heat
collector is used as a cold/heat source part of an air conditioner, and the solar power generator is used as a power
supply system of the air conditioner, such that a large amount of electric energy is saved in the using process of the
air conditioner, thereby saving the energy and reducing the energy consumption.

SOLAR MODULE AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING THE SAME

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077346A1
Solicitantes TRIUMPH SCIENCE & TECH GROUP CO LTD [CN] 

CNBM RES INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED GLASS MATERIALS GROUP CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A solar module, comprising a substrate (22), a photovoltaic

layer stack (23), a lamination layer (24) and a cover glass (21)
disposed in sequence, and a background layer (26); wherein
the cover glass (21) has a stone or wood imitation pattern (25)
on a surface of the cover glass (21) facing to the lamination
layer (24), or on a surface of the cover glass (21) facing to the
exterior, and an area ratio of the stone or wood imitation pattern (25) and the cover glass (21) is 5%-35%. In the
present application, a new structure for a highly transparent solar panel with a stone or wood imitation appearance is
designed by using the combination of a digitally recorded stone or wood imitation pattern (25) and a background layer
(26) of low optical absorption of 0～20%, so as to achieve high power yield without losing its aesthetics and color
richness.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023077741A1
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Direct Coupling Device for Generating Hydrogen from Concentrated Sunlight

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143168A1
Solicitantes FUSION WELCOME FUEL S A [PT] 

FUSION FUEL PORTUGAL S A [PT] 
Resumen This invention is a direct coupling device (31) to generate

hydrogen from concentrated sunlight comprised of a solar
concentrator (32) and a water electrolyser (33) where the solar
concentrator (32) is comprised of an optical concentration
element (15), adjacent to a number of photovoltaic cells (14)
coupled to a heat exchanger (13) and the water electrolyser
(33) comprised of a proton exchange membrane (2) in which
the membrane is comprised of a number of individualized
anode zones (6) and cathodic zones (12) coated with a
catalyst, a number of cathode single-polar plates (3) and a
number of anode single-polar plates (5), a number of
regeneration electrodes (1), a number of floating flow guide
plates (7), a number of elastic compression elements (8) and a
casing consisting of an upper (9) and a lower (10) part.

CONDUCTIVE PASTE FOR SOLAR CELL ELECTRODE AND SOLAR CELL MANUFACTURED BY USING SAME

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141625A1
Solicitantes LS NIKKO COPPER INC [KR] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides a conductive paste for a solar

cell electrode, comprising a metal powder, a glass frit, a metal
oxide, an organic binder and a solvent, wherein the metal oxide
comprises at least one metal oxide selected from the group
consisting of tungsten (W), antimony (Sb), nickel (Ni), copper
(Cu), magnesium (Mg), calcium (Ca), ruthenium (Ru),
molybdenum (Mo), and bismuth (Bi).

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023143168A1
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RIBBON AND SOLAR CELL ASSEMBLY

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141617A1
Solicitantes RISEN ENERGY YIWU CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A welding ribbon and a solar cell assembly are provided. The

welding ribbon comprises a composite core and a coating
wrapped around said composite core; the composite core
comprises a plurality of welding cores, at least one first bending
part is provided on each of said welding cores, and the plurality
of welding cores are wound with each other by means of the
respective first bending parts to form the composite core; in
addition, at least one third bending part is also provided on the
welding ribbon, at least one of the third bending parts is closely
attached to the middle part of the corresponding battery sheet,
and the direction of bending of the third bending part is
perpendicular to the length direction of the welding core.

ELECTROMECHANICAL LOCKS AND RELATED METHODS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141216A1
Solicitantes LOCK II LLC [US] 
Resumen A dial ring assembly for an electromechanical combination lock

includes a housing configured to be mounted on an exterior of
a securable enclosure, a dial rotatably disposed on the housing,
the dial being rotatable about a dial axis for use in connection
with entry of a combination, a lever rotatably disposed on the
housing, the lever being rotatable about a lever axis, an
external generator disposed in the housing, the external
generator being configured to generate electrical energy
through rotation of an external generator shaft of the external
generator, and a gear train disposed in the housing and
operatively connecting the dial, the lever, and the external
generator shaft such that rotation of the dial rotates the external
generator shaft to produce electrical energy and rotation of the
lever rotates the external generator shaft to produce electrical
energy.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023141617A1
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BEARING ASSEMBLY FOR TRACKER ASSEMBLY AND METHODS OF MAKING AND USING THE SAME

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141013A1
Solicitantes SAINT GOBAIN PERFORMANCE PLASTICS PAMPUS GMBH [DE] 
Resumen A power generation structure bearing assembly including a

housing adapted to support a rail, where the housing includes a
first housing member operatively attached to a support beam
having a central axis, and an second housing member
operatively attached to the rail, where the housing allows for
movement of the rail in three degrees of freedom relative to the
central axis with a mechanical stop on movement in at least
one degree of freedom.

SOLAR CELL AND PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143714A1
Solicitantes JINKO SOLAR HAINING CO LTD [CN] 

ZHEJIANG JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Provided is a solar cell and a photovoltaic module. The solar

cell includes a silicon substrate, and the silicon substrate
includes a front surface and a back surface arranged opposite
to each other. P-type conductive regions and N-type conductive
regions are alternately arranged on the back surface of the
silicon substrate. Front surface field regions are located on the
front surface of the silicon substrate and spaced from each
other. The front surface field regions each corresponds to one
of the P-type conductive regions or one of the N-type
conductive regions. At least one front passivation layer is
located on the front surface of the silicon substrate. At least one back passivation layer is located on surfaces of the
P-type conductive regions and N-type conductive regions.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023141013A1
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INTEGRATED PHOTOVOLTAIC ROOFING SHINGLES, METHODS, SYSTEMS, AND KITS THEREOF

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143939A1
Solicitantes GAF ENERGY LLC [US] 
Resumen Some embodiments of the present disclosure relate to an

integrated photovoltaic (PV) roofing shingle comprising a
photovoltaic (PV) module and a roofing shingle. In some
embodiments, the roofing shingle is bonded to the PV module.
In some embodiments, a bond strength between the roofing
shingle and the PV module is from 5 N/mm to 60 N/mm tested
according to ASTM D1876. In some embodiments, the
integrated PV roofing shingle has a mass per unit area of 0.5 lb
per square foot to 5 lbs per square foot. Methods, systems, and
kits including the integrated PV roofing shingle are also
disclosed.

Rotating Building Assembly

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143610A1
Solicitantes ELBEHIERY KHALED [US] 

ELBEHIERY HUSSAM [US] 
Resumen A rotating building assembly includes a foundation housing that has a lower section and an upper section. A drive unit

is positioned in the foundation housing to rotate the foundation housing. A structure is provided which has hub and a
plurality of wings each extending away from the hub. The hub is mounted to the foundation housing such that the
structure rotates with the foundation housing when the drive unit is turned on. A plurality of solar panels is each
coupled to a roof of a respective one of the hub and the wings. Each of the solar panels is in communication with the
drive unit and the drive unit analyzes the angle of the solar panels with respect to the sun. Furthermore, the drive unit
rotates the foundation housing a calculated degree of rotation to facilitate the solar panels to operate at maximum
efficiency.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023143939A1
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LIGHT CONCENTRATOR BASED ON QUANTUM DOT, AND PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE INCLUDING THE SAME

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143531A1
Solicitantes KOREA ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY [KR] 
Resumen A light concentrator based on a quantum dot may include a

resin film layer in which quantum dots are dispersed, an upper
layer in contact with an upper surface of the resin film layer,
and a lower layer in contact with a lower surface of the resin
film layer. Each of the upper layer and the lower layer may be
selected from a glass layer or a polymer layer. A photovoltaic
module may include the quantum dot-based light concentrator.
By optimally adjusting the longest wavelength of the quantum
dots, the average transmittance of the glass layer, the material
of the polymer layer, and the cross-sectional aspect ratio
(length/thickness) of the light concentrator, it is possible to
maximize the efficiency of the quantum dot-based light
concentrator and increase the efficiency of the photovoltaic
module including the light concentrator.

SLURRY AND HUMID-HEAT-ATTENUATION-RESISTANT PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023142769A1
Solicitantes ZHEJIANG JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 

JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A paste and a damp-heat (DH) attenuation resistant

photovoltaic cell. The paste comprises a paste body, into which
an inert metal element and an oxide thereof are added, so that
a barrier layer having a certain thickness can be formed on the
surface of an electrode after sintering, and the barrier layer can
resist oxidation and corrosion so as to enhance the oxidation
resistance and the acid corrosion resistance of the metallized
electrode. The electrode of the photovoltaic cell is made of the
paste, and the DH attenuation resistant photovoltaic cell made
of the paste can reduce DH attenuation and power loss, and
has the enhanced environmental protection property and
reliability.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023143531A1
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INVERTED METAMORPHIC MULTIJUNCTION SOLAR CELLS FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023142352A1
Solicitantes SOLAERO TECH CORP [US] 
Resumen An inverted metamorphic multijunction solar cell including an upper first solar subcell, a second solar subcell and a

third solar subcell. The upper first solar subcell has a first band gap and positioned for receiving an incoming light
beam. The second solar subcell is disposed below and adjacent to, and is lattice matched with, the upper first solar
subcell, and has a second band gap smaller than the first band gap. The third solar subcell is disposed below the
second solar subcell, and is composed of a GaAs base and emitter layer so as to optimize the efficiency of the solar
cell after exposure to radiation. In some implementations, at least one of the solar subcells has a graded band gap
throughout its thickness.

LOW ENERGY MOTORIZED PLATFORM COMPRISING SOLAR PANELS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023146184A1
Solicitantes MCCUTCHEON JOHNATHAN [US] 
Resumen A motorized platform comprising one or more rails of solar panels is disclosed. The motorized platform includes one

or more solar panel support devices. The solar panel support devices include a solar panel base configured to
support one or more solar panels. The solar panel support devices include a compression ball joint connected to the
solar panel base comprising axial rotational movement. The solar panel support devices include a plurality of wire
rods configured to provide tension to the solar panel base. The motorized platform also includes one or more motors
and springs.

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING OPERATING STATE OF PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY, DEVICE AND STORAGE
MEDIUM

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023142138A1
Solicitantes ENVISON DIGITAL INT PTE LTD [SG] 

SHANGHAI ENVISION DIGITAL CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A method including: acquiring present operating state data of a

photovoltaic array, wherein the photovoltaic array includes at
least two photovoltaic strings in parallel, and the present
operating state data includes present output current values of
the photovoltaic strings and present irradiances corresponding
to the photovoltaic strings. Determining present characteristic
parameters of the photovoltaic array based on the present
operating state data, wherein the present characteristic
parameters include a present characteristic current value, a
present current discrete rate and the present irradiances; and
determining an operating state of the photovoltaic array by
comparing the present characteristic parameters with standard
characteristic parameters of the photovoltaic array. Determining
a present operating state of a photovoltaic array by comparing present characteristic parameters determined based
on real-time operating state data with standard characteristic parameters may improve the accuracy of determining
the operating state of the photovoltaic array.
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A LIGHT REDIRECTING PRISM, A REDIRECTING PRISMATIC WALL AND A SOLAR PANEL INCORPORATING THE SAME

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144992A1
Solicitantes BANGOLAE BALAJI LAKSHMIKANTH [IN] 

SANTHANAM LAKSHMI [IN] 
GOPAL DEEPIKA [IN] 
KATTEMALALAVADI PRADEEP JAYARAM [IN] 
KSHIRSAGAR SIDHARTH JANARDHANA [IN] 
MUSIB BIKASH [IN] 

Resumen The present disclosure relates to light redirecting elements in
solar energy absorption systems and envisages a light
redirecting prism, a redirecting prismatic wall and a solar panel
incorporating the same. The light redirecting prism has three
elongate surfaces. The incident surface receives incident
parallel rays of light. The redirecting surface performs total
internal reflection of the light travelling from the incident surface
through a predetermined range of angles and thus redirect the
light. The transmitting surface transmits the redirected light at a
predetermined angle out of the prism and directs the light towards a solar energy absorbing device. Further, a
redirecting prismatic wall can be constructed to comprise redirecting prisms. The light redirecting prism or redirecting
prismatic wall can be used in solar panels for enhancing quantum of light incident on the PV cell of the panel.

PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERTER

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144923A1
Solicitantes ENI SPA [IT] 
Resumen A photovoltaic converter for electric power generating panels

includes a plurality of photovoltaic modules (5), each
comprising a substrate (14), extending along a main direction
(D) from a first end to a second end, and a plurality of
photovoltaic devices (15), arranged on the substrate (14) in
succession along the main direction (D). The photovoltaic
converter further includes at least a bridge module (10, 11)
insertion-connecting a respective upstream photovoltaic module
(5) and a respective downstream photovoltaic module (5).

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023144992A1
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BUSBAR-FREE INTERDIGITATED BACK CONTACT SOLAR CELL AND INTERDIGITATED BACK CONTACT SOLAR CELL
MODULE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144807A1
Solicitantes JINKO SOLAR HAINING CO LTD [CN] 

ZHEJIANG JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Provided is a busbar-free interdigitated back contact (IBC) solar

cell and an IBC solar cell module. The IBC solar cell includes a
semiconductor substrate, finger electrode lines and conductive
lines. The finger electrode lines include first finger electrode
lines and second finger electrode lines that are alternately
arranged on the semiconductor substrate. The conductive lines
include first conductive lines and second conductive lines that
are alternately arranged. The first conductive lines are
connected to the first finger electrode lines and spaced apart
from the second finger electrode lines. The second conductive
lines are connected to the second finger electrode lines and
spaced apart from the first finger electrode lines.
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SOLAR CELL AND PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144772A1
Solicitantes ZHEJIANG JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 

JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Provided is a solar cell and a photovoltaic module. The solar

cell includes a semiconductor substrate and an electrode
arranged on the semiconductor substrate. The electrode
includes a plurality of fingers arranged in parallel to and spaced
apart from each other. Each finger includes a transport
electrode line and a plurality of electrical connection electrode
lines in contact with the transport electrode line. In a thickness
direction of the semiconductor substrate, a plurality of fingers
on a light receiving surface of the semiconductor substrate are
staggered with a plurality of fingers on a backlight surface of the
semiconductor substrate.

DESIGNABLE SHINGLED PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144536A1
Solicitantes KOREA INST IND TECH [KR] 
Resumen The disclosed invention provides a photovoltaic module with an

improved electrode structure of a solar cell and having any of
various shapes. The photovoltaic module includes electrode
members each including a finger electrode and a busbar
electrode on a front surface of a solar cell to correspond to the
number of divided cells, wherein the finger electrode is
disposed as a plurality of finger electrodes in a first direction
parallel to a short side of a divided unit cell, and the busbar
electrode includes a collection electrode line which extends in a
second direction parallel to a long side of the divided unit cell
and connects ends of the plurality of finger electrodes and a
connecting electrode line which is branched off from an end of
the collection electrode line and extends in the first direction to
be electrically connected to another unit cell.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023144772A1
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR INTEGRATING ENERGY CONTROL SYSTEMS WITH ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144421A1
Solicitantes SUNPOWER CORP [US] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides systems and methods for

integrating an energy control system with an electrical system
having a utility meter connected to a utility grid, a photovoltaic
(PV) system, an energy storage system, and a plurality of
electrical loads. The systems and methods include determining
a site condition of the electrical system, determining a type of
backup configuration for the electrical system based on the
determined site condition, and determining a location of at least
one of a main circuit breaker, the PV system, a subpanel, and a
site current transformer with respect to the energy control
system based on the determined site condition and the
determined type of backup configuration.

DEVICE FOR DRIVING A CLOSURE OR SHADING MEMBER IN A BUILDING BY MEANS OF A SOLAR ENERGY SOURCE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023148433A1
Solicitantes ABC VOLET [FR] 
Resumen A device for driving a closure component (9) in a building from

a solar energy source (1), comprising at least one low-voltage
alternating current electric motor (3) mechanically coupled to
the closure component, a direct current electrical energy
accumulator element (2), a solar energy source delivering a
direct voltage. The electrical energy accumulator element has a
nominal voltage lower than said effective electric voltage and
greater than the direct voltage delivered by the solar energy
source. A DC-DC charger (4) converts the output electrical
energy from the solar energy source into electrical energy with
an electric voltage for charging the electrical energy
accumulator element. A DC-AC converter (5) converts the
electrical energy with a direct output voltage of the electrical
energy accumulator element into electrical energy with an
alternating voltage that is able to power said electric motor.
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Lattice-form support beam and solar tracker having such a beam

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023147983A1
Solicitantes NEXANS [FR] 
Resumen The invention relates to a lattice-form support beam having

three side members that extend in parallel in a main direction of
extension of the beam and are connected together by cross
members and tie rods via securing plates secured to the side
members. Each securing plate (8c) secured to a given side
member (4) has two radial flat fins (11a, 11b), each comprising
a securing orifice. The first fin (11a) is used to removably
secure the ends of a first cross member (6), of a first tie rod
(9a) and of a second tie rod (9b), which are secured to one
another by a first single bolt system (14) passing through the
securing orifice of the first fin. The second fin (11b) is used to
removably secure the ends of a second cross member (7), of a third tie rod (9c) and of a fourth tie rod (9d), which are
secured to one another by a second single bolt system (17) passing through the securing orifice of the second fin.

SOLAR INTEGRATED CHILLER METHOD AND SYSTEM

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023147460A1
Solicitantes SMARDT CHILLER GROUP INC [CA] 
Resumen An air cooled oil-free centrifugal chiller system and method, the

system comprising at least one AC condenser fan; at least one
solar panel; at least one AC/DC convertible fan connected to
the at least one solar panel; and a controller configured to
determine when sufficient DC power is available and activating
the at least one AC/DC convertible fan when sufficient DC
power is available, and when DC power is not sufficient,
activating the at least one AC condenser fan.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL DEVICE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023146964A1
Solicitantes JAPAN DISPLAY INC [JP] 

UNIV OSAKA [JP] 
Resumen According to one embodiment, a photovoltaic cell device

includes an optical waveguide, an optical element, and a
photovoltaic cell. The optical element includes a first liquid
crystal layer which contains a cholesteric liquid crystal, reflects,
of visible light, circularly polarized light of one of first circularly
polarized light and second circularly polarized light rotating in
an opposite direction of the first circularly polarized light toward
the optical waveguide and the photovoltaic cell, and transmits
the other circularly polarized light. The first liquid crystal layer
reflects one of the first circularly polarized light and the second
circularly polarized light of part of wavelength ranges.

CONDUCTIVE INTERCONNECTION MEMBER OF IMBRICATE ASSEMBLY, IMBRICATE ASSEMBLY, AND MANUFACTURING
METHOD

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023146682A1
Solicitantes LONGI SOLAR TECH TAIZHOU CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A conductive interconnection member includes: a conductive

layer (1), and an insulating layer (4) and electrical connectors
(2) located on one side of the conductive layer (1). The
conductive layer (1) is provided with a conductive circuit; the
insulating layer (4) is provided with openings (41), and the
electrical connectors (2) are located in the openings (41) of the
insulating layer (4); the electrical connectors (2) include a first
electrical connector (21) and a second electrical connector (22);
the first electrical connector (21) is used to be electrically connected to a first electrode (31) of a back contact solar
cell (3) and the conductive circuit; the second electrical connector (22) is used to be electrically connected to a
second electrode (32) of a back contact solar cell (3) and the conductive circuit; and the polarities of the first electrode
(31) and the second electrode (32) are opposite.
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PERC SOLAR CELL SELECTIVE EMITTER, PERC SOLAR CELL AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023146692A1
Solicitantes TONGWEI SOLAR CHENGDU CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A PERC solar cell selective emitter includes a silicon wafer, first

and second doped regions and a laser doped region with
doped layers. First doped regions are located between the
doped regions of each doped layer, and each second doped
region is located between two adjacent doped layers. The
PERC solar cell includes the selective emitter, a front
anti-reflective layer on the surface of a front passivation layer,
and a positive electrode. The positive electrode includes first
silver paste layers on the surfaces of the laser doped regions
and second silver paste layers on the surface of the front
anti-reflective layer corresponding to the first doped regions.
The second silver paste layers are in electrical contact with the
first silver paste layers. Damage of laser to silicon wafers is
reduced, compounding in silver paste areas is reduced, an
open circuit voltage is increased, and battery efficiency is improved.

DRIVE ARRANGEMENT OF MALTESE CROSS TYPE AND SOLAR TRACKER HAVING SUCH AN ARRANGEMENT

Nº publicación    11/05/2023AU2022256153A1
Solicitantes NEXANS [FR] 
Resumen Abstract The invention relates to a drive arrangement

comprising a rotary driveshaft (1) bearing a drive finger (10)
parallel and offset in the radial direction in relation to the axis of
rotation and a locking device (11) offset radially with respect to
the finger (10); and a coupling unit with a device in the shape of
an arc which bears the drive or locking recesses disposed in
alteration so as to enable relative rotation/prevent rotation
between the unit and the driveshaft (1) when the finger (10) engages in one of the drive/locking recesses. The locking
device (11) and the finger (10) are offset along the axis of rotation, and the coupling device has a part bearing the
locking recesses and a part bearing the drive recesses, the two parts being positioned parallel and offset along the
axis of rotation so as to be able to interact with the locking device (11) or the finger (10), respectively. Figure for the
abstract: Figure 1 [Fig. 5] 32b 33a 33b [Fig. 6] < 37 43 32a
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D-SHAPED TORQUE TUBE AND BEARING ASSEMBLIES

Nº publicación    11/05/2023AU2021358752A1
Solicitantes NEXTRACKER LLC 
Resumen A solar tracker including a drive device, a D-shaped torque tube

section configured to be rotated by the drive device, and at
least one bearing configured to receive the D-shaped torque
tube section, the D-shaped torque tube being suspended
between the drive device and the bearing.

PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER GENERATION SYSTEM, AND METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DETECTING GROUND FAULT IN
PHOTOVOLTAIC STRINGS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023AU2020469182A1
Solicitantes HUAWEI DIGITAL POWER TECHNOLOGIES CO LTD 
Resumen Disclosed in the present application are a photovoltaic power

generation system, and a method and device for detecting a
ground fault in photovoltaic strings. Power conversion circuits in
the system correspond one-to-one to photovoltaic strings. A
controller obtains a terminal voltage of each photovoltaic string
before voltage disturbance, and the terminal voltage is a
positive electrode ground voltage or a negative electrode
ground voltage of the photovoltaic string. Voltage disturbance is
respectively performed on each photovoltaic string to
respectively obtain a terminal voltage of each photovoltaic
string after the voltage disturbance. A photovoltaic string having
a ground fault is determined according to the terminal voltage of each photovoltaic string before the voltage
disturbance and the terminal voltage after the voltage disturbance. For the photovoltaic string having a ground fault, a
photovoltaic cell panel having a ground fault is obtained using the terminal voltage of the photovoltaic string before
the voltage disturbance and an output voltage, or a photovoltaic cell panel having a ground fault is obtained using the
terminal voltage of the photovoltaic string after the voltage disturbance and the output voltage. The solution is simple
and easy to implement, does not need to add any hardware, does not require manual detection one by one, can
automatically implement determination of a photovoltaic cell panel having a ground fault, and has high efficiency.
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Energieautarke PV-Kennlinienmesssung

Nº publicación    25/05/2023DE102021130817A1
Solicitantes WAVELABS SOLAR METROLOGY SYSTEMS GMBH [DE] 
Resumen Die Erfindung betrifft eine Solarmodultestvorrichtung und ein Solarmodultestverfahren zum Testen zumindest eines

ersten Solarmoduls und eines zweiten Solarmoduls. Die Solarmodultestvorrichtung weist auf ein Testgerät (6), sowie
erste und zweite Verbindungselemente (1, 2) auf, welche ausgebildet sind, das Testgerät (6) an das erste und zweite
Solarmodul (11, 12) anzuschließen. Das Testgerät (6) ist ausgebildet:- zeitgleich mit dem ersten Solarmodul (11) und
mit dem zweiten Solarmodul (12) verbunden zu sein.- an dem ersten Solarmodul (11) zu einem ersten
Anfangszeitpunkt eine Messung durchzuführen, um ein erstes Anfangsmessergebnis zu erhalten und zu einem
späteren ersten Endzeitpunkt eine Messung durchzuführen, um ein erstes Endmessergebnis zu erhalten;- das erste
Solarmodul (11) über eine erste Zeitspanne zwischen dem ersten Anfangszeitpunkt und dem ersten Endzeitpunkt in
einem ersten Betriebsmodus zu betreiben;- an dem zweiten Solarmodul (12) zu einem zweiten Anfangszeitpunkt eine
Messung durchzuführen, um ein zweites Anfangsmessergebnis zu erhalten und zu einem späteren zweiten
Endzeitpunkt eine Messung durchzuführen, um ein zweites Endmessergebnis zu erhalten; und- das zweite
Solarmodul (12) über eine zweite Zeitspanne zwischen dem zweiten Anfangszeitpunkt und dem zweiten Endzeitpunkt
in einem zweiten Betriebsmodus zu betreiben.

Energiewürfel

Nº publicación    25/05/2023DE102021005785A1
Solicitantes BE MO UG HAFTUNGSBESCHRAENKT [DE] 
Resumen Der Energiewürfel dient der effizienten Wärme- und Stromerzeugung mit Luft und Solarstrahlung für die

Raumheizung, Warmwasser- Bereitung und Stromversorgung in Gebäuden.Die PV- Module (1) und der thermische
Solarkollektor (2) werden zu einem Quader, in dem eine Luft- Wärmepumpe (3) installiert ist, angeordnet. Der Quader
wird von der Ansaugluft der LuftWärmepumpe (3) durchströmt und kühlt die PV- Module (1) sowie den thermischen
Solar - kollektor (2). Die erwärmte Ansaugluft erhöht den COP der Luftwärmepumpe (3). Die Ausrichtung nach den
Himmelsrichtungen und Nachführung der PV- Module (1) nach dem Sonnenstand steigert und bewirkt einen
gleichmäßigen Stromertrag über den Tag.

Balkongeländer-Solarmodulhalterung sowie Solaranordnung

Nº publicación    17/05/2023DE102022122845A1
Solicitantes KLEINES KRAFTWERK DE GMBH [DE] 
Resumen Die Erfindung betrifft eine Balkongeländer-Solarmodulhalterung zum Anordnen eines Solarmoduls, insbesondere

eines Photovoltaikmoduls oder eines Solarthermiemoduls, an einem in einer Balkongeländerebene in einer
Balkongeländerausrichtung angeordneten Balkongeländer, mit einer Tragstruktur, einer ersten Aufnahme, einer
zweiten Aufnahme und einem Abstandselement, wobei die erste Aufnahme, die zweite Aufnahme und das
Abstandselement mit der Tragstruktur mechanisch verbunden sind, die erste Aufnahme zum Befestigen am
Balkongeländer, die zweiten Aufnahme zum Aufnehmen des Solarmoduls und das Abstandselement zum Abstützen
der Tragstruktur gegenüber dem Balkongeländer eingerichtet sind, wobei die Tragstruktur mit der am Balkongeländer
befestigten ersten Aufnahme und des in einem Abstand gegenüber der ersten Aufnahme abgestützten, eine
Abstandslänge aufweisenden Abstandselementes am Balkongeländer positionierbar und das Solarmodul damit in der
zweiten Aufnahme an der Tragstruktur aufnehmbar und in einer Solarmodulebene gegenüber der
Balkongeländerebene anzuordnen ist. Des Weiteren betrifft die Erfindung eine Solarmodulanordnung.

MONTAGEGESTELL ZUM HALTEN MINDESTENS EINES PHOTOVOLTAIKMODULS UND PHOTOVOLTAIK-ANORDNUNG

Nº publicación    11/05/2023DE102021129381A1
Solicitantes STANGL FRANZ [DE] 
Resumen Es wird ein Montagegestell (20) zum Halten mindestens eines Photovoltaikmoduls (30-33) vorgeschlagen, wobei das

Montagegestell (20) folgendes umfasst: einen ersten Pfosten (40) und einen zweiten Pfosten (42), wobei die Pfosten
(42, 44) jeweils zum Befestigen des Montagegestells (20) an einer und/oder in einer Standoberfläche ausgebildet
sind, einen ersten Sparren (60) und einen zweiten Sparren (61) zum Halten des Photovoltaikmoduls (30-33), wobei
der erste Pfosten (40) den ersten Sparren (60) und der zweite Pfosten (42) den zweiten Sparren (61) stützt, und
einen Abstandshalter (70-75) zum Halten des Abstands zwischen dem ersten Sparren (60) und dem zweiten Sparren
(61), wobei der Abstandshalter (70-75) derart ausgebildet ist, dass der Abstandshalter (70-75) im Wesentlichen keine
in Richtung der Erdanziehungskraftverlaufende Kräfte von dem ersten Sparren (60) zu dem zweiten Sparren (61)
oder von dem zweiten Sparren (61) zu dem ersten Sparren (60) übertragen kann.
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Vorrichtung und Verfahren zur autarken Energieproduktion

Nº publicación    11/05/2023DE102021212570A1
Solicitantes BILKE JAN [DE] 
Resumen Die Erfindung gibt eine Vorrichtung zur Gewinnung von Energie mit photovoltaischen Elementen an, die dadurch in

Bezug auf die Grundfläche platzsparend angeordnet sind, dass die photovoltaischen Elemente an der Außenwand
eines Turms angebracht sind. Der Turm ist vertikal angeordnet. Der Turm hat über zumindest einen Abschnitt seiner
Höhe oder über seine vollständige Höhe einen parallel zu seiner Hochachse verlaufenden Schacht, der an seinem
unteren Ende zumindest eine Zuluftöffnung aufweist und an seinem oberen Ende zumindest eine Abluftöffnung,
durch die im Schacht aufsteigende Luft austreten kann. Am Schacht, z.B. an der Zuluftöffnung und/oder an
Abluftöffnung des Schachts und/oder zwischen Zuluft- und Abluftöffnung, ist zumindest eine Absorptionseinrichtung
für gasförmiges Wasser angebracht, die zur Absorption gasförmigen Wassers bzw. Feuchtigkeit aus der im Schacht
aufsteigenden Luft eingerichtet ist.

MATERIALS AND METHODS FOR TANDEM PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICES

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023086486A1
Solicitantes FIRST SOLAR INC [US] 
Resumen Structures and methods for making and using tandem photovoltaic devices are provided, where such devices can

include a first submodule, a second submodule, and an interlayer disposed between the first submodule and the
second submodule. The interlayer permits a portion of light to pass therethrough and includes first and second
conformal layers along with a core layer. The first conformal layer directly contacts and conforms to a surface of the
first submodule, the second conformal layer directly contacts and conforms to a surface of the second submodule,
and the core layer is disposed between the first conformal layer and the second conformal layer.

PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM FOR GENERATING SOLAR POWER

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184789A1
Solicitantes PREMIUM MOUNTING TECH GMBH & CO KG [DE] 
Resumen Photovoltaik-Anlage zum Erzeugen von Solarstrom, mit einer

Vielzahl von Photovoltaikmodulen (3), dadurch
gekennzeichnet,- dass die Photovoltaikmodule zu mindestens
einer Photovoltaikmodul-Reihe (R1, R2, R3) zusammengesetzt
sind, wobei jede Photovoltaikmodul-Reihe mindestens drei in
Reihe angeordnete Photovoltaikmodule umfasst,- dass die
Photovoltaikmodule jeder Photovoltaikmodul-Reihe so
miteinander verbunden sind, dass der Winkel (α) zwischen
benachbarten Photovoltaikmodulen zumindest teilweise kleiner
als 180° ist und die Photovoltaikmodul-Reihe somit einen
bogenförmigen Querschnitt aufweist, und- dass die Photovoltaikmodule durch mehrere Verbindungelemente (7, 7')
miteinander verbunden sind, die jeweils mindestens zwei Photovoltaikmodule miteinander verbinden und zusätzlich
mit mindestens einem der anderen Verbindungselemente verbunden sind.
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METHOD OF FORMING P-TYPE PHOTOVOLTAIC SEMICONDUCTOR LAYERS

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4181216A1
Solicitantes FIRST SOLAR INC [US] 
Resumen Provided are structures and methods for doping polycrystalline

thin film semiconductor materials in photovoltaic devices.
Embodiments include methods for forming and treating a
photovoltaic semiconductor absorber layer.

SOLAR CELL AND METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A SOLAR CELL

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023083418A1
Solicitantes HANWHA Q CELLS GMBH [DE] 
Resumen The invention relates to a solar cell comprising - a substrate (1)

having a front side (11) and a rear side (12) and a plurality of
edges (13) extending between the front side (11) and rear side
(2), - a conductive front-side layer (2), which is arranged on a
surface of the front side (11), - a front-side electrode (14), which
is arranged on the front side (11) and is electrically connected
to the conductive front-side layer (2), - a highly doped rear-side
layer (7), which is arranged on a surface of the rear side (12), -
a tunnel layer (4), which is arranged on the highly doped
rear-side layer (7), - a conductive rear-side layer (5), which is
arranged on the highly doped rear-side layer (7) and the tunnel
layer (4), - a rear-side electrode (15), which is arranged on the
rear side (12) and is electrically connected to the conductive
rear-side layer (5), - an insulation portion (16), which is formed
adjacent to the surface of the front side (11) and on the edges
(13) adjacent to the surface of the front side (11). A a rear-side layer assembly, comprising the highly doped rear-side
layer (7), the tunnel layer (4) and the conductive rear-side layer (5), is recessed in the insulation portion (16) so that
electrical contact between the highly doped rear-side layer (7) and the conductive front-side layer (2) is structurally
prevented. The invention also relates to a method for producing a solar cell from a solar cell semi-finished product
that is subjected to a plurality of etching
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DISTRIBUTOR UNIT

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023083905A1
Solicitantes HADLAUER MARTIN [AT] 
Resumen The invention relates to a distributor unit (54) for a tracking unit (43) for a solar collector, said distributor unit (54)

comprising at least one first line section (55) with a first rotational block (15a), which is designed to establish a fluidic
connection between the first line section (55) and a base element, in particular an upright (11), and a second line
section (56) with a second rotational block (15b), which is designed to establish a fluidic connection between the
second line section (56) and a first support arm (6) of the solar collector, wherein the first line section (55) is rotatably
connected to the first rotational block (15a), and the second line section (56) is rotatably connected to the second
rotational block (15b).

BEARING ASSEMBLY FOR SOLAR TRACKER ASSEMBLY

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023083885A1
Solicitantes SAINT GOBAIN PERFORMANCE PLASTICS PAMPUS GMBH [DE] 
Resumen A power generation structure bearing assembly including a

housing adapted to support a rail, where the housing includes a
first housing member operatively attached to a support beam
having a. central axis, and an second housing member
operatively attached to the rail, where the housing allow s for
movement of the rail in three degrees of freedom relative to the
central axis with a mechanical stop on movement in at least
one degree of freedom.

PHOTOVOLTAIC ASSEMBLY

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023083860A1
Solicitantes SOLTEC INNOVATIONS S L [ES] 
Resumen It comprises one or several capacitors (3) laminated or

encapsulated together with at least one photovoltaic
arrangement including one or several photovoltaic solar cells
(8), preferably comprising one or several photovoltaic solar
panels (2), which are made of solar cells (8). In a preferred
embodiment, the solar panel (2) includes: frame (4); laminated
or encapsulated block (5) housed within the frame (4), and
comprising photovoltaic solar cells (8); and capacitor (3); the
capacitor (3) being attached to a back side of the photovoltaic
solar panel (2); the laminated or encapsulated block (5) and the
capacitor (3) being housed within the frame (4); the laminated
or encapsulated block (5), and the capacitor (3) being
laminated or encapsulated together. The invention provides a
photovoltaic arrangement, such as a panel (2), operating as a
decentralized energy accumulator, thereby eliminating the use
of chemical batteries while providing an integrated energy-storing solution.
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A METHOD FOR EVALUATING THE OPERATION OF A PHOTOVOLTAIC INSTALLATION IN AN ENVIRONMENT

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023079095A1
Solicitantes TOTALENERGIES ONETECH [FR] 
Resumen A method for evaluating the operation of a photovoltaic

installation in an environment, the photovoltaic installation
comprising several photovoltaic modules, the method being
implemented by a computer and comprising the following steps:
a. collecting input data relative to the environment and to the
photovoltaic installation, b. determining irradiance parameters
to be used by an irradiance calculating model on the basis of
the input data, at least one irradiance parameter being a spatial
variation of the albedo, called spatially resolved albedo, of a
surface reflecting the sunlight on the photovoltaic modules, c.
determining the effective irradiance received by the photovoltaic
installation on the basis of the irradiance calculating model, of
the input data and of the determined irradiance parameter(s),
and d. determining the effective energy produced by the
photovoltaic installation as a function of the determined
effective irradiance and of the input data.

OPTOMECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND METHODS TO REGULATE LIGHT TRANSMISSION AND ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023078947A1
Solicitantes INSOLIGHT SA [CH] 
Resumen The present invention relates to an optomechanical system

(200) to regulate light transmission and electricity production,
comprising - an optical arrangement (10) with a plurality of
optical layers (211) configured to focus direct sunlight; - a light
collection arrangement (20) with a plurality of light collection
layers (222) comprising multiple distant elongate photovoltaic
cells (22) arranged in rows and substantially spaced by gaps;
wherein each optical layer (211) is laminated on top of a
corresponding light collection layer (222) forming a translucent
solar module (201), - a rotating axis R (231) to which an
arrangement of at least one of the translucent solar modules
(201) is attached; a tracking mechanism (60) to adjust light
transmission and/or electricity production of the arrangement of
at least one of the translucent solar modules (201) by rotating the rotating axis R (231) such as to orient the
arrangement substantially towards or away from the incident sunlight (100).
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROCESSING A SOLAR MODULE

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023083528A1
Solicitantes SOLAR MAT GMBH [DE] 
Resumen The invention relates to a method for processing a solar

module, wherein the solar module has at least one silicon base
body with a charge-doped zone, a hole-doped zone and a top
side, metallic conductor tracks on the top side of the base body,
a cover layer which is at least partially transparent to visible
light, preferably transparent to visible light, and at least one
adhesive layer, which is arranged between the cover layer and
the conductive tracks, wherein the method comprises the
following steps: a) heating the at least one adhesive layer, b)
removing the cover layer from the base body, and c)
mechanically removing the conductive tracks and collecting the
removed material.

DOUBLE-SIDED SOLAR CELL AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184591A1
Solicitantes HENGDIAN GROUP DMEGC MAGNETICS CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed are a double-sided solar cell and a preparation

method therefor. The double-sided solar cell comprises: a
silicon wafer having a PN junction, and a front first silicon oxide
layer, a front second silicon oxide layer, a front first
nitrogen-containing silicon compound layer, a front second
nitrogen-containing silicon compound layer, and a front third
silicon oxide layer that are located on one side of an N-type
layer of the silicon wafer and are sequentially stacked along a
direction away from the silicon wafer; and a passivation layer, a
back silicon oxide layer, a back first nitrogen-containing silicon
compound layer, and a back second nitrogen-containing silicon
compound layer that are located on one side of a P-type layer
of the silicon wafer and are sequentially stacked along the
direction away from the silicon wafer.

SEMICONDUCTOR PACKAGING INCLUDING PHOTOVOLTAIC PARTICLES HAVING A CORE-SHELL STRUCTURE

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4181217A1
Solicitantes SOFTPV INC [KR] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to a semiconductor packaging

capable of supplying power by itself by including, as a power
supply part, photovoltaic particles having a core-shell structure,
wherein the photovoltaic particles in a semiconductor package
generate voltage and current required for semiconductors so
that the semiconductor package can be easily driven only with
the power generated by itself, it is possible to overcome the restrictions on miniaturization of semiconductor packages
due to connection with external power sources, and the photovoltaic particles are located between a semiconductor
chip and a substrate so that the semiconductor package is easy to miniaturize.
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MOVABLE SYSTEM FOR ASSEMBLING SUPPORT FRAMES FOR ARRAYS OF PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS AND FOR
INSTALLING SAID SUPPORT FRAMES ON A RECEIVING STRUCTURE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023079377A1
Solicitantes ENEL GREEN POWER SPA [IT] 
Resumen A movable system (100) for assembling support frames (1) of arrays of photovoltaic panels (2) and for installing said

support frames (1) onto a receiving structure (5) arranged on an installation ground.

INTELLIGENT SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC ASSEMBLY

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077759A1
Solicitantes HENGDIAN GROUP DMEGC MAGNETICS CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present application relates to an intelligent solar

photovoltaic assembly, comprising: a solar photovoltaic
assembly body and an intelligent junction box that is located on
the solar photovoltaic assembly body, and the intelligent
junction box comprises a plurality of solar controllers that
communicate with one another; and a plurality of battery strings
in the solar photovoltaic assembly body are electrically
connected one-to-one to wiring terminals of the plurality of solar
controllers by means of a bus bar.
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SYSTEM FOR STIFFENING A STRUCTURE

Nº publicación    19/05/2023FR3129169A1
Solicitantes NEXANS [FR] 
Resumen Système de rigidification d’une structure Système (1) de

rigidification d’une structure (2), comportant :- au moins une
paire de tirants (3), chaque tirant (3) de la paire de tirants (3)
comportant une première extrémité (4) fixée à la structure (2) et
une deuxième extrémité (5),- au moins un dispositif (6) de mise
en tension des tirants (3) comportant : - un élément de liaison
déformable (7) fixé à la deuxième extrémité (5) de chaque tirant
(3) de manière à relier les tirants (3), - un actionneur (10)
configuré pour déformer l’élément de liaison (7) de façon à
l’amener à passer d’une configuration inactive dans laquelle les
tirants (3) sont dans un premier état de tension à une
configuration active dans laquelle les tirants (3) sont dans un
deuxième état de tension, différent du premier état de tension.
Figure pour l’abrégé : Fig. 1

PHOTOVOLTAIC TRACKING SUPPORT ROTATION SYSTEM AND CONTROLLER

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4181392A1
Solicitantes HUAWEI DIGITAL POWER TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen An image/video capture apparatus is provided, to capture

image data of a photovoltaic panel (101) and surroundings, and
a controller (502) recognizes a category corresponding to the
image data, and generates different instructions to control
rotation of a photovoltaic tracker (102), to remove dust or snow
accumulating on the photovoltaic panel (101). This does not
need continuous heating, but is simple and efficient, saves
electric energy, and resolves a technical problem that a
conventional snow removal method of heating has low
efficiency and wastes electric energy. In addition, a
corresponding controller (1200) is further provided.
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A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR A SOLAR PANEL CHARGING

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4182992A1
Solicitantes TVS MOTOR CO LTD [IN] 
Resumen The present subject matter relates to a solar panel charging

system (100) including a solar panel (105) which is the current
source, a converter module (110), a feed forward loop (125),
and a battery (115). Accordingly, said feed forward loop (125)
includes a signal inverting circuit (120). As per an embodiment,
said solar panel (105) sends input voltage Vin to said converter
module (110) and said signal inverting circuit (120). Said signal
inverting circuit (120) inverts said input voltage Vin to an
inverted voltage Vin' signal and sends it to said converter
module (110). Further, said converter module (110) then
modulates and sends an output voltage Vo to said battery
(115). Therefore, resulting in said output voltage (Vo) equal to a desired voltage (Vd), ensuring extraction of maximum
power from said solar panel (105) with a simple and non-expensive circuit.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING SYSTEM CAPABLE OF GENERATING POWER BY SOLAR ENERGY

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183616A1
Solicitantes LIN HAOSHENG [CN] 
Resumen An electric vehicle charging system capable of generating

electricity by solar energy comprises a fixed solar panel (1)
fixed on a roof, a movable solar panel (2), a solar panel state
control device (3) and an intelligent voltage conversion and
control module (4). The solar panel state control device is
connected to the intelligent voltage conversion and control
module, and controls stretched and contracted states of the
movable solar panel, output voltages of the solar panel fixed on
the roof and the movable solar panel are connected in parallel,
and then are connected to the intelligent voltage conversion
and control module, and the intelligent voltage conversion and
control module controls the solar panel to generate a maximum
conversion rate and a maximum charging power under different
light intensities in different time periods, realizes docking with
the electric vehicle, and controls charging. The charging system
expands an electricity generation area of the solar panel,
controls to generate the maximum conversion rate and the
maximum power in real time, and realizes the docking with the
vehicle in application, makes a charging capacity reach a
practical level, maintains aesthetics and safety, and meets the
need of popularization.
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VOLTAGE COMPENSATION DEVICE, INVERSION DEVICE, AND PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER GENERATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184743A1
Solicitantes HUAWEI DIGITAL POWER TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Embodiments of the present invention provide a voltage

compensation apparatus, an inverter apparatus, and a
photovoltaic power generation system. The system includes a
photovoltaic panel string and an inverter apparatus. The
inverter apparatus includes an inverter and a voltage
compensation apparatus. One pole of a power output terminal
of the voltage compensation apparatus is coupled and
connected to an N wire in a power grid. In this way, the power
output terminal of the voltage compensation apparatus can be
directly coupled and connected to the N wire in the power grid,
to form a power compensation loop, and there is no need to
form a power compensation loop based on a grounding wire of the inverter. Therefore, an electric shock risk that
exists when a person unintentionally comes into contact with a housing of the inverter can be eliminated.

POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM AND POWER SUPPLY CONTROL METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4181393A1
Solicitantes HUAWEI DIGITAL POWER TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen This application provides a power supply system. The power

supply system includes at least two photovoltaic module
groups, one photovoltaic module group includes at least one
photovoltaic module, the at least one photovoltaic module is
connected to at least one photovoltaic adapter, and
photovoltaic adapters connected to photovoltaic modules in a
same photovoltaic module group are connected in series. The
power supply system further includes a junction box, a bus, and
a centralized monitoring system. The photovoltaic adapters of
each of the at least two photovoltaic module groups are
connected in parallel to the junction box after being connected in series, and are connected to the bus by using the
junction box. The centralized monitoring system is configured to control, based on a voltage of the bus, the
photovoltaic adapter connected to each photovoltaic module to adjust an output voltage of the photovoltaic adapter to
a target voltage. Based on this application, management flexibility of the photovoltaic module in the power supply
system is improved, and power supply reliability of the system with high applicability is improved.

POWER TRANSMISSION METHOD AND SYSTEM

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183014A1
Solicitantes URURAKI INC [CA] 
Resumen A power transmission method comprises receiving direct

current (DC) input from a generating station; boosting the
voltage of the DC input to a higher transmission voltage; and
transmitting the boosted DC over a medium voltage (MV) or
high voltage (HV) DC transmission line to a destined load.
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INDUSTRIAL RECHARGEABLE WIRELESS SOLENOID VALVE SYSTEM

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4180702A1
Solicitantes SUN HST CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen An embodiment of the present disclosure relates to an industrial

rechargeable wireless solenoid valve system, and a technical
problem to be solved is to provide an industrial rechargeable
wireless solenoid valve system which is controlled by a wireless
control signal and receives power supplied from a rechargeable
battery. To this end, the present disclosure provides an
industrial rechargeable wireless solenoid valve system
comprising: a wireless communication unit for receiving a
command from a factory control unit; a solenoid valve control
unit which receives input of the command from the wireless
communication unit to output an operation signal corresponding
to the command; an output unit which receives input of the
operation signal from the solenoid valve control unit to drive a
solenoid valve; and a power supply unit for supplying power to
the wireless communication unit, the solenoid valve control unit,
and the output unit, respectively.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR POINT TO-POINT WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION FOR BEAM RIDING, POWER AND
DATA DISTRIBUTION SHARING, WIRELESSLY POWERED MOBILE SYSTEMS

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183025A1
Solicitantes OQAB DIETRICH INDUCTION INC [CA] 
Resumen Provided is a system for point to point wireless power

transmission including: a plurality of autonomous and
semi-autonomous unmanned systems configured as a mobile
transmitting and/or receiving power station, through which
unmanned systems can navigate, maneuver, beam ride, and
recharge from point to point. Provided is a method of adapting
unmanned systems to receive and transmit power point-to-point
amongst themselves. The method includes controlling a swarm
formed from a plurality of autonomous synchronized unmanned
systems to form a larger transmitter and receiver for a mobile
power station.

POWER BALANCING SOLAR CHARGING SYSTEM

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183021A1
Solicitantes OPTIVOLT LABS INC [US] 
Resumen A system for charging a device can include a housing and a

first solar panel, a second solar panel connected in series to the
first solar panel, and a third solar panel connected in series to
the first solar panel and the second solar panel. The system
can include a boost converter including an input channel
connected to the first, second, and third solar panels and an
output channel configured to couple to the device. The system
can include a charge pump including a first flying capacitor
connected between the first solar panel and the third solar
panel and a second flying capacitor connected between the
second solar panel and the third solar panel. The system can
include a controller configured to selectively switch connectivity
between the set of solar panels and the set of flying capacitors
to route current to the boost converter.
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Générateur Photovoltaique tubulaire

Nº publicación    12/05/2023FR3129045A1
Solicitantes BLANCHARD PATRICE [FR] 
Resumen L’invention concerne un dispositif de générateur photovoltaïque comprenant - une structure tubulaire (T) comportant

intérieurement des cellules photoélectriques (P) périphériques associées à un système électronique (E) ;- des
moyens de transmission (L1, L2, R1, R2) pour transmettre de la lumière d’une source (S1, S2) vers l’intérieur de la
structure tubulaire (T) ;- des moyens de diffusion de ladite lumière à l’intérieur de la structure tubulaire (T) ; et- des
moyens de diffraction de lumière (D) vers les cellules photoélectriques (P). L’invention concerne en outre un système
de plusieurs dispositifs et un procédé sur la base d’un tel dispositif. Figure de l’abrégé : Fig. 1

SOLAR DEVICES AND METHODS

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4179623A1
Solicitantes FRACSUN INC [US] 
Resumen Photovoltaic array performance monitoring systems and

methods are described herein. One embodiment of a
photovoltaic array monitoring system according to the present
disclosure can include a reference photovoltaic panel and an
ambient photovoltaic panel, as well as a rechargeable power
source. The monitoring system can further include an electrical
unit configured to charge the rechargeable power source using
energy from one or both of the reference photovoltaic panel and
the ambient photovoltaic panel. The monitoring system can also
include a transmitter configured to transmit data from the
reference photovoltaic panel and the ambient photovoltaic
panel. Methods and full-size solar systems utilizing monitoring
systems are also described.

MOUNTING SYSTEM, DEVICE, AND METHOD

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4179219A2
Solicitantes RMH TECH LLC [US] 
Resumen A mounting system for use with standing seams has a first side

member with a mounting interface, a first foot, and a first
aperture. A second side member of the mounting system has a
first spacing arm, a second spacing arm, a second foot and a
second aperture. The system may include a fastener
extendable through the first aperture and the second aperture
to secure the first side member to the second side member.
One or more of the first spacing arm and the second spacing
arm contact an interior surface of the first side member to
ensure at least a minimum spacing between the first foot and
the second foot when the first and second side members are
secured together by the fastener.
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SOLAR CELL AND PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4181215A1
Solicitantes ZHEJIANG JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 

JINKO SOLAR CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Provided is a solar cell and a photovoltaic module. The solar

cell includes a semiconductor substrate and an electrode
arranged on the semiconductor substrate. The electrode
includes a plurality of fingers arranged in parallel to and spaced
apart from each other. Each finger includes a transport
electrode line and a plurality of electrical connection electrode
lines in contact with the transport electrode line. In a thickness
direction of the semiconductor substrate, a plurality of fingers
on a light receiving surface of the semiconductor substrate are
staggered with a plurality of fingers on a backlight surface of the
semiconductor substrate.

METHOD OF PROCESSING A SUBSTRATE USED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF A SOLAR CELL ARRANGEMENT, SOLAR
CELL, AND AN APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING A SUBSTRATE USED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF A SOLAR CELL
ARRANGEMENT, APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING A CURRENT TRANSPORTATION WIRE FOR A SOLAR CELL

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023083477A1
Solicitantes APPLIED MAT ITALIA S R L [IT] 
Resumen A method of processing a substrate (10) used for the manufacture of a solar cell arrangement (1400) is provided. The

method includes providing a substrate (10) having a conductive pattern (20) formed on a first side (402) of the
substrate. The method includes providing a current transportation wire (200) having a first height (310) at a bulk
portion (210) of the current transportation wire and a second height (320) at an end portion (220) of the current
transportation wire. The second height is smaller than the first height. The method includes attaching the current
transportation wire to the first side of the substrate in a manner such that the conductive pattern is electrically
connected to the current transportation wire. The method includes providing a screen (610) over the substrate, the
screen having an opening or set of openings (1010). The method includes transferring a printing material from the
screen to the substrate through the opening or set of openings to print a first feature (810) on the first side of the
substrate next to the end portion of the current transportation wire.

COVER UNIT FOR A SOLAR MODULE, SOLAR MODULE WITH THE COVER UNIT, AND MANUFACTURING METHOD FOR
THE COVER UNIT AND THE SOLAR MODULE

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184593A1
Solicitantes CT COATING AG [DE] 
Resumen Die Erfindung betrifft ein Herstellungsverfahren zur Herstellung einer Abdeckeinheit (300) für ein Solarmodul (200),

umfassend folgende Schritte: Bereitstellen eines flächigen und zumindest für sichtbares Licht durchlässigen
Deckelements (320) und Bereitstellen einer Druckpaste, wobei die Druckpaste ein Bindemittel und eine Vielzahl von
in dem Bindemittel verteilten Interferenzpartikeln (332) umfasst, und wobei die Interferenzpartikel (332) zur selektiven
Reflektion eines Teilspektrums des sichtbaren Lichts durch Interferenz ausgestaltet sind. Das Herstellungsverfahren
umfasst ein Siebdrucken der Druckpaste zumindest auf eine flächige Rückseite (321) des Deckelements (320) zur
Erzeugung einer Reflektionsschicht (330) zur selektiven Reflektion des Teilspektrums. Die Erfindung betrifft ferner
eine mit dem Herstellungsverfahren erhältliche Abdeckeinheit (300), ein Produktionsverfahren für ein Solarmodul
(200) mit der Abdeckeinheit (300) und ein mit dem Produktionsverfahren erhältliches Solarmodul (200).

COATED SOLAR SYSTEM MODULE

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184592A1
Solicitantes SCHIEFERGRUBEN MAGOG GMBH & CO KG [DE] 
Resumen Die Erfindung betrifft ein Modul einer Solaranlage, die mit einem Dünnsteinerzeugnis beschichtet ist, ein Verfahren zu

dessen Herstellung sowie dessen Verwendung.
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FACADE ELEMENT FOR A BUILDING, MOUNTING FOR A FACADE ELEMENT AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING A FACADE
ELEMENT

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183042A2
Solicitantes ASCA GMBH [DE] 
Resumen The invention relates to a facade element (2) for a building. The

facade element (2) has a moulded part (4) and a mounting (6),
which is inserted into the moulded part (4) and partially projects
out of said moulded part, for attachment of a semiconductor
module (10). The invention further relates to a corresponding
mounting (6) and to a method for producing a facade element
(2).

ENERGY GENERATING PHOTOVOLTAIC AWNING WITH SCISSOR MECHANISM AND TILTING PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183043A1
Solicitantes EVOLUSUN INC [US] 
Resumen An expandable and retractable photovoltaic structure includes a

base that provides support to permit mounting of the
photovoltaic structure solely from the base. Photovoltaic panels
are arranged adjacently between the base and a lead element
when the photovoltaic structure is in an open configuration. The
photovoltaic structure is supported by scissor link mechanisms,
coupled to the base at one end and the lead support element at
the other end. The scissor link mechanisms consist of scissor
links pivotally coupled together to form a moveable successive
chain of the scissor links. The photovoltaic panels are attached
to the scissor links, via side frames, so that as the lead arm
moves away from the base the scissor link mechanisms expand
to deploy the photovoltaic structure in an open configuration,
and as the lead arm moves towards the base, the scissor link
mechanisms retract the photovoltaic structure to place the photovoltaic structure in the closed configuration.
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A mounting structure for solar panels on a sloping roof

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183041A1
Solicitantes ALIUS BEHEER B V [NL] 
Resumen A method and mounting structure for mounting a solar panel to

a sloping roof. The structure comprises a plurality of anchoring
elements for anchoring the mounting structure to the sloping
roof, the anchoring elements each having an, in use, upwardly
opening pivoting groove and a retainer, wherein, in use, the
pivoting groove is positioned vertically lower than the retainer.
The structure comprises a rail having a pivoting projection
arranged to be lowered into the pivoting groove, and a grabbing
hook arranged to engage the retainer, such that the rail is
maintained in the anchoring elements in an upright position.
The structure comprises clamping means arranged for
clamping the rail to the anchoring elements.
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ELECTRONIC POWER CONVERTER

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183236A2
Solicitantes SMA SOLAR TECHNOLOGY AG [DE] 
Resumen The invention relates to a modular electronic power converter,

having a first housing (10), a second housing (30), and a
coupling element (32, 64), wherein the coupling element (32,
64) is arranged between the housings (10, 30) and can be
connected to at least one of the housings (10, 30) via a locking
connection.

SOLAR CELL MANUFACTURE

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4179577A1
Solicitantes SEMCO SMARTECH FRANCE [FR] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to a method for manufacturing a

solar cell, the method comprising, in order: forming a tunnel
oxide (52) on at least one surface (503) of a semiconductor
substrate (50); forming a first layer (54) doped with a dopant
having a first conductivity type on the tunnel oxide; forming a
mask (56) on the first doped layer; forming a second layer (57)
doped with a dopant having a second conductivity type on the
mask; and doping at least a first region (542, 66) of the first
doped layer using a laser, through the second layer doped with
the dopant having the second conductivity type.
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SOLAR CELL MANUFACTURE

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4179579A1
Solicitantes SEMCO SMARTECH FRANCE [FR] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to a method for manufacturing a

solar cell, the method comprising, in order: forming a tunnel
oxide (52) on at least one surface of a semiconductor substrate
(50); forming a layer doped with a dopant having a first
conductivity type on the tunnel oxide; forming a mask (56) on
the doped layer; and doping, in a gas atmosphere (62)
containing a dopant having a second conductivity type, at least
a first region (66) of the doped layer using a laser.

FILM COMPOSITE FOR PRODUCING A REFLECTION EFFECT, BUILDING CLADDING ELEMENT, AND SOLAR GLASS
COMPOSITE

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4179578A1
Solicitantes SEEN AG [CH] 
Resumen The invention relates to a film composite (100) designed to be

arranged in a building cladding element (900) or in a solar glass
composite (950), the film composite (100) comprising: • - a
cover laminating film (152), • - a carrier laminating film (122), • -
a number of spangles (130), which are disposed between the
carrier laminating film (122) and the cover laminating film (152).
According to the invention, • - the spangle (130) has a
light-transmissive spangle carrier film (172), which has a
partially reflective coating (180), more particularly metal
coating, such that part of incident light radiation (S) is
transmitted as transmitted light radiation (T) and part of incident
light radiation (S) is reflected as reflected light radiation (R), • -
the partially reflective coating (180) has an optical density (OD),
• - the optical density (OD) is between 0.1 and 0.7, preferably
between 0.2 and 0.5, • - the partially reflective coating (180) of
the spangle (130) is designed to produce a reflection effect (RE), more particularly a perceptible reflection effect, by
means of the reflected light radiation (R), and • - in the film composite the spangles (130) cover an area such that a
degree of area coverage (F) is less than 0.7, preferably less than 0.5, particularly preferably less than 0.3.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC COMPONENT

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4182974A1
Solicitantes FOXLED1 AG [CH] 
Resumen The invention relates to a photovoltaic component (10)

comprising an outer sheet (11) and an inner sheet (12). An
energy-generating layer (15) comprising a plurality of
concentrator photovoltaic modules (20) is located between the
outer sheet (11) and the inner sheet (12). The concentrator
photovoltaic modules (20) have condenser optics (40) as the
primary optics, semi-transparent deflection optics (50) as the
secondary optics, and a photovoltaic chip (22) integrated into a
surface-mountable housing (30), the surface-mountable
housing (30) having a transparent cover (36) and an integrated
reflector (23) as the tertiary optics. The semi-transparent
deflection optics (50) are located between the photovoltaic chip
(22) and the inner sheet (12) and the transparent cover (36)
faces the inner sheet (12).
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